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Small Volume in vitro Analyte Sensor

with Diffusible or Non-Leachable Redox Mediator

5 Field of the Invention

This invention relates to analytical sensors for the detection of

bioanalytes in a small volume sample.

Background of the Invention

Analytical sensors are useful in chemistry and medicine to determine

10 the presence and concentration of a biological analyte. Such sensors are needed, for

example, to monitor glucose in diabetic patients and lactate during critical care

events.

Currently available technology measures bioanalytes in relatively

large sample volumes, e.g., generally requiring 3 microliters or more of blood or

15 other biological fluid. These fluid samples are obtained from a patient, for example,

using a needle and syringe, or by lancing a portion of the skin such as the fingertip

and "milking" the area to obtain a useful sample volume. These procedures are

inconvenient for the patient, and often painful, particularly when frequent samples

are required. Less painful methods for obtaining a sample are known such as

20 lancing the arm or thigh, which have a lower nerve ending density. However,

lancing the body in the preferred regions typically produces submicroliter samples of

blood, because these regions are not heavily supplied with near-surface capillary

vessels.

It would therefore be desirable and very useful to develop a relatively

25 painless, easy to use blood analyte sensor, capable of performing an accurate and

sensitive analysis of the concentration of analytes in a small volume of sample.

Sensors capable of electrochemically measuring an analyte in a sample are known in

the art. Some sensors known in the art use at least two electrodes and may contain a

redox mediator to aid in the electrochemical reaction. However, the use of an

30 electrochemical sensor for measuring analyte in a small volume introduces error into

the measurements. One type of inaccuracy arises from the use of a diffusible redox
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mediator. Because the electrodes are so close together in a small volume sensor,

diffusible redox mediator may shuttle between the working and counter electrode

and add to the signal measured for analyte. Another source of inaccuracy in a small

volume sensor is the difficulty in determining the volume of the small sample or in

5 determining whether the sample chamber is filled. It would therefore be desirable to

develop a small volume electrochemical sensor capable of decreasing the errors that

arise from the size of the sensor and the sample.

Summary of the Invention

The sensors of the present invention provide a method for the

1 0 detection and quantification of an analyte in submicroliter samples. In general, the

invention includes a method and sensor for analysis of an analyte in a small volume

of sample by, for example, coulometry, amperometry and/or potentiometry. A

sensor of the invention utilizes a non-leachable or diffusible redox mediator. The

sensor also includes a sample chamber to hold the sample in electrolytic contact with

15 the working electrode. In many instances, the sensor also contains a non-leachable

or diffusible second electron transfer agent.

In a preferred embodiment, the working electrode faces a counter

electrode, forming a measurement zone within the sample chamber, between the two

electrodes, that is sized to contain no more than about 1 |iL of sample, preferably no

20 more than about 0.5 ^L, more preferably no more than about 0.25 jjJL, and most

preferably no more than about 0.1 |iL of sample. A sorbent material is optionally

positioned in the sample chamber and measurement zone to reduce the volume of

sample needed to fill the sample chamber and measurement zone.

In one embodiment of the invention, a biosensor is provided which

25 combines coulometric electrochemical sensing with a non-leachable or diffusible

redox mediator to accurately and efficiently measure a bioanalyte in a submicroliter

volume of sample. The preferred sensor includes an electrode, a non-leachable or

diffusible redox mediator on the electrode, a sample chamber for holding the sample

in electrical contact with the electrode and, preferably, sorbent material disposed

30 within the sample chamber to reduce the volume of the chamber. The sample
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chamber, together with any sorbent material, is sized to provide for analysis of a

sample volume that is typically no more than about 1 jaL, preferably no more than

about 0.5 fiL, more preferably no more than about 0.25 |iL, and most preferably no

more than about 0.1 jxL. In some instances, the sensor also contains a non-leachable

5 or diffusible second electron transfer agent.

One embodiment of the invention includes a method for determining

the concentration of an analyte in a sample by, first, contacting the sample with an

electrochemical sensor and then determining the concentration of the analyte. The

electrochemical sensor includes a facing electrode pair with a working electrode and

a counter electrode and a sample chamber, including a measurement zone,

positioned between the two electrodes. The measurement zone is sized to contain no

more than about 1 \xL of sample.

The invention also includes an electrochemical sensor with two or

more facing electrode pairs. Each electrode pair has a working electrode, a counter

electrode, and a measurement zone between the two electrodes, the measurement

zone being sized to hold no more than about 1 of sample. In addition, the sensor

also includes a non-leachable redox mediator on the working electrode of at least

one of the electrode pairs or a diffusible redox mediator on a surface in the sample

chamber or in the sample.

One aspect of the invention is a method of determining the

concentration of an analyte in a sample by contacting the sample with an

electrochemical sensor and determining the concentration of the analyte by

coulometry. The electrochemical sensor includes an electrode pair with a working

electrode and a counter electrode. The sensor also includes a sample chamber for

holding a sample in electrolytic contact with the working electrode. Within the

sample chamber is sorbent material to reduce the volume sample needed to fill the

sample chamber so that the sample chamber is sized to contain no more than about 1

^iL of sample. The sample chamber also contains a non-leachable or diffusible

redox mediator and optionally contains a non-leachable or diffusible second electron

transfer agent.
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The sensors may also include a fill indicator, such as an indicator

electrode or a second electrode pair, that can be used to determine when the

measurement zone or sample chamber has been filled. An indicator electrode or a

second electrode pair may also be used to increase accuracy of the measurement of

5 analyte concentration. The sensors may also include a heating element to heat the

measurement zone or sample chamber to increase the rate of oxidation or reduction

of the analyte.

Sensors can be configured for side-filling or tip-filling. In addition,

in some embodiments, the sensor may be part of an integrated sample acquisition

10 and analyte measurement device. The integrated sample acquisition and analyte

measurement device may include the sensor and a skin piercing member, so that the

device can be used to pierce the skin of a user to cause flow of a fluid sample, such

as blood, that can then be collected by the sensor. In at least some embodiments, the

fluid sample can be collected without moving the integrated sample acquisition and

1 5 analyte measurement device.

One method of forming a sensor, as described above, includes

forming at least one working electrode on a first substrate and forming at least one

counter or counter/reference electrode on a second substrate. A spacer layer is

disposed on either the first or second substrates. The spacer layer defines a channel

20 into which a sample can be drawn and held when the sensor is completed. A redox

mediator and/or second electron transfer agent are disposed on the first or second

substrate in a region that will be exposed within the channel when the sensor is

completed. The first and second substrates are then brought together and spaced

apart by the spacer layer with the channel providing access to the at least one

25 working electrode and the at least one counter or counter/reference electrode. In

some embodiments, the first and second substrates are portions of a single sheet or

continuous web of material.

These and various other features which characterize the invention are

pointed out with particularity in the attached claims. For a better understanding of

30 the invention, its advantages, and objectives obtained by its use, reference should be
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made to the drawings and to the accompanying description, in which there is

illustrated and described preferred embodiments of the invention.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Referring now to the drawings, wherein like reference numerals and

letters indicate corresponding structure throughout the several views:

Figure 1 is a schematic view of a first embodiment of an

electrochemical sensor in accordance with the principles of the present invention

having a working electrode and a counter electrode facing each other;

Figure 2 is a schematic view ofa second embodiment ofan

electrochemical .sensor in accordance with the principles of the present invention

having a working electrode and a counter electrode in a coplanar configuration;

Figure 3 is a schematic view of a third embodiment of an

electrochemical sensor in accordance with the principles of the present invention

having a working electrode and a counter electrode facing each other and having an

extended sample chamber;

,

Figure 4 is a not-to-scale side-sectional drawing ofa portion of the

sensor ofFigures 1 or 3 showing the relative positions of the redox mediator, the

sample chamber, and the electrodes;

Figure 5 is a top view of a fourth embodiment of an electrochemical

sensor in accordance with the principles of the present invention, this sensor

includes multiple working electrodes;

Figure 6 is a perspective view of an embodiment of an analyte

measurement device, in accordance with the principles of the present invention,

having a sample acquisition means and the sensor of Figure 4;

Figure 7 is a graph of the charge required to electrooxidize a known

quantity of glucose in an electrolyte buffered solution (filled circles) or serum

solution (open circles) using the sensor of Figure 1 with glucose oxidase as the

second electron transfer agent;

Figure 8 is a graph of the average glucose concentrations for the data

of Figure 7 (buffered solutions only) with calibration curves calculated to fit the
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averages; a linear calibration curve was calculated for the 10-20 mM concentrations

and a second order polynomial calibration curve was calculated for the 0-10 mM
concentrations;

Figure 9 is a Clarke-type clinical grid analyzing the clinical relevance

of the glucose measurements of Figure 7;

Figure 10 is a graph of the charge required to electrooxidize a known

quantity of glucose in an electrolyte buffered solution using the sensor ofFigure 1

with glucose dehydrogenase as the second electron transfer agent;

Figures 1 1A, 1 IB, and 1 1C are top views of three configurations for

overlapping working and counter electrodes according to the present invention;

Figures I2A and I2B are cross-sectionai views of one embodiment of

an electrode pair formed using a recess of a base material, according to the

invention;

Figures 13A and 13B are cross-sectional views of yet another

embodiment of an electrode pair of the present invention formed in a recess of a base

material;

Figures 14A and 14B are cross-sectional views of a further

embodiment of an electrode pair of the present invention formed using a recess of a

base material and a sorbent material;

Figure 15 is a graph of charge delivered by a sensor having a

diffusible redox mediator over time for several concentrations of glucose;

Figure 16 is a graph of charge delivered by a sensor having a

diffusible redox mediator for several glucose concentrations;

Figure 17 is a graph of charge delivered by sensors with different

amounts of diffusible redox mediator over time.

Figure 1 8A illustrates a top view of a first film with a working

electrode for use in a fifth embodiment of a sensor according to the invention;

Figure 18B illustrates a top view of a spacer for placement on the first

film ofFigure 18A;
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Figure 18C illustrates a bottom view of a second film (inverted with

respect to Figures 18A and 18B) with counter electrodes placement over the spacer

of Figure 18B and first film of Figure 18A;

Figure 19A illustrates a top view of a first film with a working

5 electrode for use in a sixth embodiment of a sensor according to the invention;

Figure 19B illustrates a top view of a spacer for placement on the first

film ofFigure 19A;

Figure 19C illustrates a bottom view of a second film (inverted with

respect to Figures 19A and 19B) with counter electrodes placement over the spacer

1 0 of Figure 19B and first film of Figure 1 9A;

Figure 20A illustrates a top view of a first film with a working

electrode for use in a seventh embodiment of a sensor according to the invention;

Figure 20B illustrates a top view of a spacer for placement on the first

film of Figure 20A;

1 5 Figure 20C illustrates a bottom view of a second film (inverted with

respect to Figures 20A and 20B) with counter electrodes placement over the spacer

of Figure 20B and first film ofFigure 20A;

Figure 21A illustrates a top view of a first film with a working

electrode for use in a eighth embodiment of a sensor according to the invention;

20 Figure 2 IB illustrates a top view of a spacer for placement on the first

film ofFigure 21A;

Figure 21C illustrates a bottom view of a second film (inverted with

respect to Figures 21A and 2 IB) with counter electrodes placement over the spacer

ofFigure 2 IB and first film of Figure 21A;

25 Figure 22A illustrates a top view of a first film with a working

electrode for use in a ninth embodiment of a sensor according to the invention;

Figure 22B illustrates a top view of a spacer for placement on the first

film of Figure 22A;

Figure 22C illustrates a bottom view of a second film (inverted with

30 respect to Figures 22A and 22B) with counter electrodes placement over the spacer

of Figure 22B and first film of Figure 22A;
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Figure 23A illustrates a top view of a first film with a working

electrode for use in a tenth embodiment of a sensor according to the invention;

Figure 23B illustrates a top view of a spacer for placement on the first

film of Figure 23A;

Figure 23C illustrates a bottom view of a second film (inverted with

respect to Figures 23A and 23B) with counter electrodes placement over the spacer

ofFigure 23B and first film ofFigure 23A;

Figure 24A illustrates a top view of a first film with a working

electrode for use in a eleventh embodiment of a sensor according to the invention;

Figure 24B illustrates a top view of a spacer for placement on the first

film of Figure 24A;

Figure 24C illustrates a bottom view of a second film (inverted with

respect to Figures 24A and 24B) with counter electrodes placement over the spacer

of Figure 24B and first film ofFigure 24A;

Figure 25 illustrates a top view of a twelfth embodiment of an

electrochemical sensor, according to the invention;

Figure 26 illustrates a perspective view of one embodiment of an

integrated analyte acquisition and sensor device;

Figure 27 illustrates a cross-sectional view of a thirteenth

embodiment of a sensor, according to the invention;

Figure 28 illustrates a graph comparing measurements of analyte

concentration in blood samples collected from a subject's arm made by a sensor of

the invention with those determined by a standard blood test;

Figure 29 illustrates a graph comparing measurements of analyte

concentration in blood samples collected from a subject's finger made by a sensor of

the invention with those determined by a standard blood test;

Figure 30 illustrates a graph comparing measurements of analyte

concentration in venous samples made by a sensor of the invention with those

determined by a standard blood test;

Figure 31A illustrates a top view of one embodiment of a sheet of

sensor components, according to the invention;
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Figure 3 IB illustrates a top view of another embodiment of a sheet of

sensor components, according to the invention; and

Figure 32 illustrates a cross-sectional view looking from inside the

meter to a sensor of the invention disposed in a meter.

5 Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

When used herein, the following definitions define the stated term:

An "air-oxidizable mediator" is a redox mediator that is oxidized by

air, preferably so that at least 90% of the mediator is in an oxidized state upon

storage in air either as a solid or as a liquid during a period of time, for example, one

10 month or less, and, preferably, one week or less, and, more preferably, one day or

less.

"Amperometry" includes steady-state amperometry,

chronoamperometry, and Cottrell-type measurements.

A "biological fluid" is any body fluid in which the analyte can be

15 measured, for example, blood, interstitial fluid, dermal fluid, sweat, and tears.

The term "blood" in the context of the invention includes whole

blood and its cell-free components, such as, plasma and serum.

"Coulometry" is the determination of charge passed or projected to

pass during complete or nearly complete electrolysis of the analyte, either directly on

20 the electrode or through one or more electron transfer agents. The charge is

determined by measurement of charge passed during partial or nearly complete

electrolysis ofthe analyte or, more often, by multiple measurements during the

electrolysis of a decaying current and elapsed time. The decaying current results

from the decline in the concentration ofthe electrolyzed species caused by the

25 electrolysis.

A "counter electrode" refers to one or more electrodes paired with the

working electrode, through which passes an electrochemical current equal in

magnitude and opposite in sign to the current passed through the working electrode.

The term "counter electrode" is meant to include counter electrodes which also

30 function as reference electrodes (i.e. a counter/reference electrode) unless the
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description provides that a "counter electrode" excludes a reference or

counter/reference electrode.

An "effective diffusion coefficient" is the diffusion coefficient

characterizing transport of a substance, for example, an analyte, an enzyme, or a

redox mediator, in the volume between the electrodes of the electrochemical cell. In

at least some instances, the cell volume may be occupied by more than one medium

(e.g., the sample fluid and a polymer film). Diffusion of a substance through each

medium may occur at a different rate, The effective diffusion coefficient

corresponds to a diffusion rate through this multiple-media volume and is typically

different than the diffusion coefficient for the substance in a cell filled solely with

sample fluid.

An "electrochemical sensor" is a device configured to detect the

presence of and/or measure the concentration of an analyte via electrochemical

oxidation and reduction reactions. These reactions are transduced to an electrical

signal that can be correlated to an amount or concentration of analyte.

"Electrolysis" is the electrooxidation or electroreduction of a

compound either directly at an electrode or via one or more electron transfer agents

(e.g., redox mediators and/or enzymes).

The term "facing electrodes" refers to a configuration of the working

and counter electrodes in which the working surface of the working electrode is

disposed in approximate opposition to a surface of the counter electrode. In at least

some instances, the distance between the working and counter electrodes is less than

the width of the working surface of the working electrode.

A compound is "immobilized" on a surface when it is entrapped on or

chemically bound to the surface.

An "indicator electrode" includes one or more electrodes that detect

partial or complete filling of a sample chamber and/or measurement zone.

A "layer" includes one or more layers.

The "measurement zone" is defined herein as a region of the sample

chamber sized to contain only that portion of the sample that is to be interrogated

during an analyte assay.
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A "non-diffusible," "non-leachable," or "non-releasable" compound is

a compound which does not substantially diffuse away from the working surface of

the working electrode for the duration of the analyte assay.

The "potential of the counter/reference electrode" is the half cell

potential of the reference electrode or counter/reference electrode of the cell when

the solution in the cell is 0.1 M NaCl solution at pH7.

'Totentiometry" and "chronopotentiometry" refer to taking a

potentiometric measurement at one or more points in time.

A "redox mediator" is an electron transfer agent for carrying electrons

between the analyte and the working electrode, either directly, or via a second

electron transfer agent.

A "reference electrode" includes a reference electrode that also

functions as a counter electrode (i.e., a counter/reference electrode) unless the

description provides that a "reference electrode" excludes a counter/reference

electrode.

A "second electron transfer agent" is a molecule that carries electrons

between a redox mediator and the analyte.

"Sorbent material" is material that wicks, retains, and/or is wetted by

a fluid sample and which typically does not substantially prevent diffusion of the

analyte to the electrode.

A "surface in the sample chamber" includes a surface of a working

electrode, counter electrode, counter/reference electrode, reference electrode,

indicator electrode, a spacer, or any other surface bounding the sample chamber.

A "working electrode" is an electrode at which analyte is

electrooxidized or electroreduced with or without the agency of a redox mediator.

A "working surface" is the portion of a working electrode that is

covered with non-leachable redox mediator and exposed to the sample, or, if the

redox mediator is diffusible, a "working surface" is the portion of the working

electrode that is exposed to the sample.

The small volume, in vitro analyte sensors of the present invention

are designed to measure the concentration of an analyte in a portion of a sample
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having a volume no more than about 1 ^L, preferably no more than about 0.5 jaL,

more preferably no more than about 0.25 jxL, and most preferably no more than

about 0. 1 jiL. The analyte of interest is typically provided in a solution or biological

fluid, such as blood or serum. Referring to the Drawings in general and Figures 1- 4

5 in particular, a small volume, in vitro electrochemical sensor 20 of the invention

generally includes a working electrode 22, a counter (or counter/reference) electrode

24, and a sample chamber 26 (see Figure 4). The sample chamber 26 is configured

so that when a sample is provided in the chamber the sample is in electrolytic

contact with both the working electrode 22 and the counter electrode 24. This

allows electrical current to flow between the electrodes to effect the electrolysis

(electrooxidation or electroreduction) of the analyte.

Working Electrode

The working electrode 22 may be formed from a molded carbon fiber

composite or it may consist of an inert non-conducting base material, such as

polyester, upon which a suitable conducting layer is deposited. The conducting

layer typically has relatively low electrical resistance and is typically

electrochemically inert over the potential range of the sensor during operation.

Suitable conducting layers include gold, carbon, platinum, ruthenium dioxide,

palladium, and conductive epoxies, such as, for example, ECCOCOAT CT5079-3

Carbon-Filled Conductive Epoxy Coating (available from W.R. Grace Company,

Wobum, Massachusetts), as well as other non-corroding materials known to those

skilled in the art. The electrode (e.g., the conducting layer) is deposited on the

surface of the inert material by methods such as vapor deposition or printing.

A tab 23 may be provided on the end of the working electrode 22 for

easy connection of the electrode to external electronics (not shown) such as a voltage

source or current measuring equipment. Other known methods or structures (such as

contact pads) may be used to connect the working electrode 22 to the external

electronics.

To prevent electrochemical reactions from occurring on portions of

the working electrode not coated by the mediator, when a non-leachable mediator is
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used, a dielectric 40 may be deposited on the electrode over, under, or surrounding

the region with the redox mediator, as shown in Figure 4. Suitable dielectric

materials include waxes and non-conducting organic polymers such as polyethylene.

Dielectric 40 may also cover a portion of the redox mediator on the electrode. The

5 covered portion of the redox mediator will not contact the sample, and, therefore,

will not be a part of the electrode's working surface.

Sensing Chemistry

In addition to the working electrode 22, sensing chemistry materials

10 are provided in the sample chamber 26 for the analysis of the analyte. This sensing

chemistry preferably includes a redox mediator and a second electron transfer

mediator, although in some instances, one or the other may be used alone. The

redox mediator and second electron transfer agent can be independently diffusible or

non-leachable (i.e., non-diffusible) such that either or both may be diffusible or non-

1 5 leachable. Placement of sensor chemistry components may depend on whether they

are diffusible or non-leachable. For example, non-leachable and/or diffusible

component(s) typically form a sensing layer on the working electrode.

Alternatively, one or more diffusible components may be disposed on any surface in

the sample chamber prior to the introduction of the sample. As another example,

20 one or more diffusible component(s) may be placed in the sample prior to

introduction of the sample into the sensor.

If the redox mediator is non-leachable, then the non-leachable redox

mediator is typically disposed on the working electrode 22 as a sensing layer 32. In

an embodiment having a redox mediator and a second electron transfer agent, if the

25 redox mediator and second electron transfer agent are both non-leachable, then both

of the non-leachable components are disposed on the working electrode 22 as a

sensing layer 32.

If, for example, the second electron transfer agent is diffusible and the

redox mediator is non-leachable, then at least the redox mediator is disposed on the

30 working electrode 22 as a sensing layer 32. The diffusible second electron transfer

agent need not be disposed on a sensing layer of the working electrode, but may be
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disposed on any surface of the sample chamber, including within the redox mediator

sensing layer, or may be placed in the sample. If the redox mediator is diffusible,

then the redox mediator may be disposed on any surface of the sample chamber or

may be placed in the sample.

Ifboth the redox mediator and second electron transfer agent are

diffusible, then the diffusible components may be independently or jointly disposed

on any surface of the sample chamber and/or placed in the sample (i.e., each

diffusible component need not be disposed on the same surface of the sample

chamber or placed in the sample).

The redox mediator, whether it is diffusible or non-leachable,

mediates a current between the working electrode 22 and the analyte and enables the

electrochemical analysis ofmolecules which may not be suited for direct

electrochemical reaction on an electrode. The mediator functions as an electron

transfer agent between the electrode and the analyte.

In one embodiment, the redox mediator and second electron transfer

agent are diffusible and disposed on the same surface of the sample chamber, such

as, for example, on the working electrode. In this same vein, both can be disposed

on, for example, the counter electrode, counter/reference electrode, reference

electrode, or indicator electrode. In other instances, the redox mediator and second

electron transfer agent are both diffusible and independently placed on a surface of

the sample chamber and/or in the sample. For example, the redox mediator may be

placed on the working electrode while the second electron transfer agent is placed on

any surface, except for the working electrode, or is placed in the sample. Similarly,

the reverse situation in which the second electron transfer agent is disposed on the

working electrode and the redox mediator is disposed on any surface, except for the

working electrode, or is placed in the sample is also a suitable embodiment. As

another example, the redox mediator may be disposed on the counter electrode and

the second electron transfer agent is placed on any surface except for the counter

electrode or is placed in the sample. The reverse situation is also suitable.

The diffusible redox mediator and/or second electron transfer agent

may diffuse rapidly into the sample or diffusion may occur over a period of time.
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Similarly, the diffusible redox mediator and/or second electron transfer agent may

first dissolve from the surface on which it was placed as a solid and then the

diffusible redox mediator and/or second electron transfer agent may diffuse into the

sample, either rapidly or over a period of time. If the redox mediator and/or second

electron transfer agent diffuse over a period of time, a user may be directed to wait a

period of time before measuring the analyte concentration to allow for diffusion of

the redox mediator and/or second electron transfer agent.

Background Signal

In at least some instances, a diffusible redox mediator may shuttle

back and forth from the working electrode to the counter electrode even in the

absence of analyte. This typically creates a background signal. For coulometric

measurements, this background signal is referred to herein as "QBack
." The

background signal corresponds to the charge passed in an electrochemical assay in

the absence of the analyte. The background signal typically has both a transient

component and a steady-state component. At least a portion of the transient

component may result, for example, from the establishment of a concentration

gradient of the mediator in a particular oxidation state. At least a portion of the

steady-state component may result, for example, from the redox mediator shuttling

between the working electrode and counter or counter/reference electrode. Shuttling

refers to the redox mediator being electrooxidized (or electroreduced) at the working

electrode and then being electroreduced (or electrooxidized) at the counter or

counter/reference electrode, thereby making the redox mediator available to be

electrooxidized (or electroreduced) again at the working electrode so that the redox

mediator is cycling between electrooxidation and electroreduction.

The amount of shuttling of the redox mediator, and therefore, the

steady-state component of the background signal varies with, for example, the

effective diffusion coefficient of the redox mediator, the viscosity of the sample, the

temperature of the sample, the dimensions of the electrochemical cell, the distance

between the working electrode and the counter or counter/reference electrode, and
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the angle between the working electrode and the counter or counter/reference

electrode.

In some instances, the steady-state component of the background

signal may contain noise associated with (a) variability in, for example, the

5 temperature of the sample, the sample viscosity, or any other parameter on which the

background signal depends during the duration of the assay, or (b) imperfections in

the electrochemical cell, such as, for example, non-uniform separation between the

working electrode and the counter or counter/reference electrode, variations in

electrode geometry, or protrusions from the working electrode, the counter electrode,

1 0 and/or the counter/reference electrode.

Although the steady-state component of the background signal may

be reproducible, any noise inherently is not reproducible. As a result, the noise

adversely affects accuracy. In some cases, the background signal and noise are

related. As a result, the noise, and the error it introduces, can be reduced by

15 reducing the background signal. For example, reducing the shuttling of the mediator

between the working electrode and counter electrode or counter/reference electrode

will likely reduce the noise associated with changes in sample temperature and

viscosity which affect diffusion of the redox mediator.

Thus, to increase the accuracy of the measurements or to decrease

20 error in the measurements in those instances when reducing a background signal also

reduces noise, a moderate to near-zero level ofbackground signal is desirable. In at

least some instances, the sensor is constructed so that the background signal is at

most five times the size of a signal generated by electrolysis of an amount of analyte.

Preferably, the background signal is at most 200%, 100%, 50%, 25%, 10%, or 5% of

25 the signal generated by electrolysis of the analyte. In the case of amperometry, this

comparison may be made by determining the ratio of the current from the shuttling

of the redox mediator to the current generated by the electrolysis of the analyte. In

the case of potentiometry, this comparison may be made by determining the

potential measurement from the shuttling of the redox mediator and the potential

30 measurement generated by electrolysis of the analyte. In the case of coulometry, this

comparison may be made by determining the charge transferred at the working
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electrode by the shuttling of the redox mediator and the charge transferred at the

working electrode by the electrolysis of the analyte.

The size of the background signal may be compared to a

predetermined amount of analyte. The predetermined amount of analyte in a sample

may be, for example, an expected or average molar amount of analyte. The expected

or average molar amount of analyte may be determined as, for example, the average

value for users or individuals; an average value for a population; a maximum,

minimum, or average of a normal physiological range; a maximum or minimum

physiological value for a population; a maximum or minimum physiological value

for users or individuals; an average, maximum, or minimum deviation outside a

normal physiological range value for users, individuals, or a population; a deviation

above or below an average value for a population; or an average, maximum, or

minimum deviation above or below an average normal physiological value for users

or individuals. A population may be defined by, for example, health, sex, or age,

such as, for example, a normal adult, child, or newborn population. If a population

is defined by health, the population may include people lacking a particular

condition or alternatively, having a particular condition, such as, for example,

diabetes. Reference intervals pertaining to average or expected values, such as, for

example, those provided in Tietz Textbook of Clinical Chemistry
, Appendix (pp.

2175-2217) (2nd Ed., Carl A. Burtis and Edward R. Ashwood, eds., W.D. Saunders

Co., Philadelphia 1994) (incorporated herein by reference) may be used as

guidelines, but a physical examination or blood chemistry determination by a skilled

physician may also be used to determine an average or expected value for an

individual. For example, an adult may have glucose in a concentration of 65 to 95

mg/dL in whole blood or L-lactate in a concentration of 8.1 to 15.3 mg/dL in venous

whole blood after fasting, according to Tietz Textbook of Clinical Chemistry . An

average normal physiological concentration for an adult, for example, may then
'

correspond to 80 mg/dL for glucose or 12.7 mg/dL for lactate. Other examples

include a person having juvenile onset diabetes, yet good glycemic control, and a

glucose concentration between about 50 mg/dL and 400 mg/dL, thereby having an

average molar amount of 225 mg/dL. In another instance, a non-diabetic adult may
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have a glucose concentration between about 80 mg/dL (after fasting) and 140 mg/dL

(after consuming food), thereby having an average molar amount of 1 10 mg/dL.

Additional analytes that may be determined include, for example,

acetyl choline, amylase, bilirubin, cholesterol, chorionic gonadotropin, creatine

kinase (e.g., CK-MB), creatine, DNA, fructosamine, glucose, glutamine, growth

hormones, hormones, ketones, lactate, peroxide, prostate-specific antigen,

prothrombin, RNA, thyroid stimulating hormone, and troponin. The concentration

of drugs, such as, for example, antibiotics (e.g., gentamicin, vancomycin, and the

like), digitoxin, digoxin, drugs of abuse, theophylline, and warfarin, may also be

determined. Assays suitable for determining the concentration ofDNA and/or RNA

are disclosed in U.S. Patent Applications Serial Nos. 09/138,888 and 09/145,776 and

described in U.S. Provisional Patent Applications Serial Nos. 60/090,517,

60/093,100, and 60/1 14,919, incorporated herein by reference.

To construct a sensor having a particular ratio ofbackground signal

to analyte signal from electrolysis, several parameters relating to current and/or

charge from the redox mediator shuttling background signal and/or from the signal

generated by electrolysis ofthe analyte may be considered and chosen to obtain a

desired ratio. Typically, the signal determined for a coulometric assay is the charge;

whereas the signal determined for an amperometric assay is the current at the time

when the measurement is taken. Because the current and charge depend on several

parameters, the desired ratio for background signal generated by shuttling of the

redox mediator to signal generated by electrolysis of the analyte may be

accomplished by a variety of sensor configurations and methods for operating a

sensor.

Controlling Background Signal

One method of controlling background signal includes using a redox

mediator that a) oxidizes the analyte at a halfwave potential, as measured by cyclic

voltammetry in 0.1 M NaCl at pH 7, ofno more than about +100 mV relative to the

potential of a reference or counter/reference electrode or b) reduces the analyte at a

halfwave potential, as measured by cyclic voltammetry in 0. 1 M NaCl at pH 7, of .
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no less than about -100 raV relative to the potential of a reference or

counter/reference electrode. A suitable reference or counter/reference electrode

(e.g., a silver/silver chloride electrode) may be chosen. Preferably, the redox

mediator a) oxidizes the analyte at a halfwave potential, as measured by cyclic

voltammetry in 0. 1 M NaCl at pH 7, ofno more than about +50 mV, +25 mV, 0 mV,

-25 mV, -50 mV, -100 mV, or -150 mV relative to the potential of the reference or

counter/reference electrode or b) reduces the analyte at a halfwave potential, as

measured by cyclic voltammetry in 0. 1 M NaCl at pH 7, ofno less than about -50

mV, -25 mV, 0 mV, +25 mV, +50 mV, +100 mV, +150 mV, or +200 mV relative to

the potential of the reference or counter/reference electrode. Alternatively, in the

case ofreduction of the redox mediator by the counter electrode, the sensor is

operated at an applied potential ofno more than about +1 00 mV, +50 mV, +25 mV,

0 mV, -25 mV, -50 mV, -100 mV, or -150 mV between the working electrode and

the counter or counter/reference electrode. In the case of oxidation of the redox

mediator at the counter electrode, the sensor is operated at an applied potential ofno

less than about -100 mV, -50 mV, -25 mV, 0 mV, +25 mV, +50 mV, +100 mV,

+150 mV, or +200 mV between the working electrode and the counter or

counter/reference electrode.

Another method includes controlling the applied potential such that

for an electrooxidative assay the redox mediator is not readily reduced at the counter

or counter/reference electrode or for an electroreductive assay the redox mediator is

not readily oxidized at the counter or counter/reference electrode. This can be

accomplished, for example, in an electrooxidative assay by using a sensor having a

diffusible redox mediator with a potential, relative to a reference or

counter/reference electrode, that is negative with respect to the potential of the

counter electrode (relative to a reference electrode) or the counter/reference

electrode. The potential (relative to a reference or counter/reference electrode) of the

working electrode is chosen to be positive with respect to the redox mediator and

may be negative with respect to the counter or counter/reference electrode, so that

the redox mediator is oxidized at the working electrode. For example, when the

electrooxidation of an analyte is mediated by a diffusible redox mediator with a
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potential of -200mV versus the reference or counter/reference electrode, and the

potential at which the working electrode is poised is -1 50 mV relative to the

reference or counter/reference electrode, then the redox mediator is substantially

oxidized at the working electrode and will oxidize the analyte. Further, ifsome of

5 the oxidized redox mediator reaches the counter or counter/reference electrode, the

redox mediator will not be readily reduced at the counter or counter/reference

electrode because the counter or counter/reference electrode is poised well positive

(i.e., 1 50 mV) of the potential ofthe redox mediator.

In an electroreductive assay, a sensor is provided having a diffusible

1 0 redox mediator with a formal potential, relative to a reference or counter/reference

electrode, that is positive with respect to the potential of the counter or

counter/reference electrode. The potential, relative to the reference or

counter/reference electrode, ofthe working electrode is chosen to be negative with

respect to the redox mediator and may be poised positive with respect to the counter

or counter/reference electrode, so that the redox mediator is reduced at the working

electrode.

Still another method of limiting background current includes having

the redox mediator become immobilized when reacted on the counter electrode or

counter/reference electrode by, for example, precipitation or polymerization. For

example, the mediator may be cationic in the oxidized state, but neutral and much
less soluble in the reduced state. Reduction at the counter/reference electrode leads

to precipitation of the reduced, neutral mediator on the counter/reference electrode.

Another sensor configuration suitable for controlling background

signal includes a sensor having a molar amount ofredox mediator that is

stoichiometrically the same as or less than an expected or average molar amount of

analyte. The expected or average molar amount of analyte may be determined as

already explained above. The expected or average molar amount of analyte may be

determined as, for example, the average value for users or individuals; an average

value for a population; a maximum, minimum, or average of a normal physiological

range; a maximum or minimum physiological value for a population; a maximum or

minimum physiological value for users or individuals; an average, maximum, or
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minimum deviation outside a normal physiological range value for users,

individuals, or a population; a deviation above or below an average value for a

population; or an average, maximum, or minimum deviation above or below an

average normal physiological value for users or individuals. A population may be

defined by, for example, health, sex, or age, such as, for example, a normal adult,

child, or newborn population. If a population is defined by health, the population

may include people lacking a particular condition or alternatively, having a

particular condition, such as, for example, diabetes. Reference intervals pertaining

to average or expected values, such as, for example, those provided in Tietz

Textbook of Clinical Chemistry, supra, may be used as guidelines, but a physical

examination or blood chemistry determination may also determine an average or

expected value. For example, the physiological average molar amount of analyte

may depend on the health or age of the person from whom the sample is obtained.

This determination is within the knowledge of a skilled physician.

By reducing the concentration of the redox mediator relative to the

concentration of the analyte, the signal attributable to the analyte relative to the

signal attributable to the shuttling of the redox mediator is increased. In

implementation of this method, the molar amount of redox mediator may be no more

than 50%, 20%, 10%, or 5%, on a stoichiometric basis, of the expected or average

molar amount of analyte.

The amount of redox mediator used in such a sensor configuration

should fall within a range. The upper limit of the range may be determined based

on, for example, the acceptable maximum signal due to shuttling of the redox

mediator; the design of the electrochemical cell, including, for example, the

dimensions of the cell and the position of the electrodes; the effective diffusion

coefficient of the redox mediator; and the length of time needed for the assay.

Moreover, the acceptable maximum signal due to redox mediator shuttling may vary

from assay to assay as a result of one or more assay parameters, such as, for

example, whether the assay is intended to be qualitative, semi-quantitative, or

quantitative; whether small differences in analyte concentration serve as a basis to

modify therapy; and the expected concentration of the analyte.
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Although it is advantageous to minimize the amount of redox

mediator used, the range for the acceptable amount of redox mediator does typically

have a lower limit. The minimum amount of redox mediator that may be used is the

concentration of redox mediator that is necessary to accomplish the assay within a

5 desirable measurement time period, for example, no more than about 5 minutes or

no more than about 1 minute. The time required to accomplish an assay depends on,

for example, the distance between the working electrode and the counter or

counter/reference electrode, the effective diffusion coefficient of the redox mediator,

and the concentration of the analyte. In some instances, for example, when no

1 0 kinetic limitations are present, i.e., shuttling of the redox mediator depends only on

diffusion, the minimum concentration of redox mediator may be determined by the

following formula:

Cra
= (d

2CA)/Dmt

where Cm is the minimum concentration ofmediator required; d is the distance

15 between a working electrode and a counter or counter/reference electrode in a facing

arrangement; CA is the average analyte concentration in the sample; Dm is the

effective diffusion coefficient of the mediator in the sample; and t is the desired

measurement time.

For example, when the distance between the facing electrode pair is

20 50 jim, the analyte being measured is 5mM glucose, the redox mediator effective

diffusion coefficient is 10"6 cm2
/sec and the desirable response time is no more than

about 1 minute, then the minimum redox mediator concentration is 2.08rnM. Under

these conditions the background signal will be less than the signal from the

electrooxidation of the analyte.

25 Yet another sensor configuration for limiting the background current

generated by a diffusible redox mediator includes having a barrier to the flow of the

diffusible mediator to the counter electrode. The barrier can be, for example, a film

through which the redox mediator can not diffuse or through which the redox

mediator diffuses slowly. Examples of suitable films include polycarbonate,

30 polyvinyl alcohol, and regenerated cellulose or cellulose ester membranes.

Alternatively, the barrier can include charged or polar particles, compounds, or
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functional groups to prevent or reduce the flow of a charged redox mediator relative

to the flow ofa charge neutral or less charged analyte. If the redox mediator is

positively charged, as are many of the osmium redox mediators described below, the

barrier can be a positively charged or polar film, such as a methylated poly(l -vinyl

5 imidazole). If the redox mediator is negatively charged, the barrier can be a

negatively charged or polar film, such as Nafion®. Examples of suitable polar

matrices include a bipolar membrane, a membrane having a cationic polymer cross-

linked with an anionic polymer, and the like. In some instances, the barrier reduces

the oxidation or reduction of the diffusible redox mediator at the counter electrode

10 by at least 25%, 50%, or 90%.

Still another sensor configuration for limiting the background current

includes a sensor having a redox mediator that is more readily oxidized or reduced

on the working electrode than reduced or oxidized on the counter electrode. The rate

of reaction of the redox mediator at an electrode can be a function of the material of

1 5 the electrode. For example, some redox mediators may react faster at a carbon

electrode than at a Ag/AgCl electrode. Appropriate selection of the electrodes may

provide a reaction rate at one electrode that is significantly slower than the rate at the

other electrode. In some instances, the rate of oxidation or reduction of the

diffusible redox mediator at the counter electrode is reduced by at least 25%, 50%,

20 or 90%, as compared to the working electrode. In some instances the rate of reaction

for the redox mediator at the counter or counter/reference electrode is controlled by,

for example, choosing a material for the counter or counter/reference electrode that

would require an overpotential or a potential higher than the applied potential to

increase the reaction rate at the counter or counter/reference electrode.

25 Another sensor configuration for limiting background current

includes elements suitable for reducing the diffusion of the redox mediator.

Diffusion can be reduced by, for example, using a redox mediator with a relatively

low diffusion coefficient or increasing the viscosity of the sample in the

measurement zone. In another embodiment, the diftusion of the redox mediator may

30 be decreased by choosing a redox mediator with high molecular weight, such as, for
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example, greater than 5,000 daltons, preferably greater than 25,000 daltons, and

more preferably greater than 100,000 daltons.

Redox Mediators

5 Although any organic or organometallic redox species can be used as

a redox mediator, one type of suitable redox mediator is a transition metal compound

or complex. Examples of suitable transition metal compounds or complexes include

osmium, ruthenium, iron, and cobalt compounds or complexes. In these complexes,

the transition metal is coordinatively bound to one or more ligands. The Iigands are

10 typically mono-, di-, tri-, or tetradentate. The most preferred ligands are

heterocyclic nitrogen compounds, such as, for example, pyridine and/or imidazole

derivatives, Multidentate ligands may include multiple pyridine and/or imidazole

rings. Alternatively, metallocene derivatives, such as, for example, ferrocene, can be

used.

1 5 Suitable redox mediators include osmium or ruthenium transition

metal complexes with one or more ligands, each ligand having one or more nitrogen-

containing heterocycles. Examples of such ligands include pyridine and imidazole

rings and ligands having two or more pyridine and/or imidazole rings such as, for

example, 2,2'-bipyridine; 2,2':6',2
,,

-terpyridine; 1,10-phenanthroline; and ligands

20 having the following structures:

. n N N r. II N N ri n
N ,

,

ii A* A, A2 A,

(I) (n) (in)

N-R 2

25
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and derivatives thereof, wherein R, and R2 are each independently hydrogen,

hydroxy, alkyl, alkoxy, alkenyl, vinyl, allyl, amido, amino, vinylketone, keto, or

sulfur^containing groups.

The term "alkyl" includes a straight or branched saturated aliphatic

hydrocarbon chain having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms, such as, for example, methyl,

ethyl isopropyl (1-methylethyl), butyl, terr-butyl (1,1-dimethylethyl), and the like.

Preferably the hydrocarbon chain has from 1 to 3 carbon atoms.

The term "alkoxy" includes an alkyl as defined above joined to the

remainder of the structure by an oxygen atom, such as, for example, methoxy,

ethoxy, propoxy, isopropoxy (1-methylethoxy), butoxy, ter/-butoxy, and the like.

The term "alkenyl" includes an unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbon

chain having from 2 to 6 carbon atoms, such as, for example, ethenyl, 1-propenyl, 2-

propenyl, 1-butenyl, 2-methy-1-propenyl, and the like. Preferably the hydrocarbon

chain has from 2 to 3 carbon atoms.

The term "amido" includes groups having a nitrogen atom bonded to

the carbon atom of a carbonyl group and includes groups having the following

formulas:

O O

-i-NC
R3

'

or Rr-h-N^
R4 R4

wherein R
3
and R< are each independently hydrogen, alkyl, alkoxy, or alkenyl.

The term "amino" as used herein includes alkylamino, such as

methylamino, diethylamino, N,N-methylethylamino and the like; alkoxyalkylamino,

such as N-(ethoxyethyl)amino, N,N-di(methoxyethyl)amino, N,N-

(methoxyethyl)(ethoxyethyl)amino, and the like; and nitrogen-containing rings, such

as piperidino, piperazino, morpholino, and the like.

The term "vinylketone" includes a group having the formula:

—C=C-C-R7

is b A

wherein R^, R6, and R7 are each independently hydrogen, alkyl, alkoxy, or alkenyl.
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The term "keto" includes a group having the formula:

O

—A-Re

wherein R8 is hydrogen, alkyl, alkoxy, or alkenyl.

The term "sulfur-containing group" includes mercapto, alkylmercapto

(such as methylmercapto, ethylmercapto, and the like), alkoxyalkylmercapto (such

as methoxyethylmercapto and the like), alkylsulfoxide (such as methylsulfoxide and

propylsulfoxide and the like), alkoxyalkylsulfoxide (such as ethoxyethylsulfoxide

and the hke), alkylsulfone (such as methylsulfone and propylsulfone and the like),

and alkoxyalkylsulfone (such as methoxyethylsulfone and the like). Preferably, the

sulfur-containing group is a mercapto group.

Other suitable redox mediators include osmium or ruthenium

transition metal complexes with one or more ligands, each ligand having one or

more nitrogen-containing heterocycles and each nitrogen-containing heterocycle

having a second heteroatom selected from the group consisting of nitrogen, oxygen,

sulfur, and selenium.

Examples of ligands having one or more nitrogen-containing

heterocycles and in which each heterocycle has a second heteroatom include ligands

having the following structures:

Yt
1

n _N N
n

(VI) (VII)

(VIII) (IX)
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(X) (XI)

Y

5 (XII)

wherein Y„ Y2> Y3 , and Y4 are each independently an oxygen atom, a sulfiir atom, a

selenium atom, or a substituted nitrogen atom having the formula NR? wherein is

hydrogen, hydroxy, alkyl, alkoxy, alkenyl, amido, amino, vinylketone, keto, or

sulfur-containing group. The terms "alkyl," "alkoxy," "alkenyl," "amido," "amino,"

10 "vinylketone," "keto," and "sulfur-containing group" are as defined above.

Suitable derivatives of these ligands include, for example, the

.
addition of alkyl, alkoxy, alkenyl, vinylester, and amido functional groups to any of

the available sites on the heterocyclic ring, including, for example, on the 4-position

(i.e., para to nitrogen) of the pyridine rings or on one of the nitrogen atoms of the

15 imidazole ring.

Suitable derivatives of 2,2
,

-bipyridine for complexation with the

osmium cation include, for example, mono-, di-, and polyalkyl-2,2'-bipyridines, such

as 4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine; mono-, di-, andpolyalkoxy-2,2'-bipyridines, such

as 4,4
,

-dimethoxy-2,2'-bipyridine and 2,6
,

-dimethoxy-2,2 f

-bipyridine; mono-, di-,

20 and polyacetamido^T-bipyridines, such as 4,4
f

-di(acetamido)-2,2'-bipyridine;

mono-, di-, and polyalkylaminoalkoxy-2,2'-bipyridines, such as 4,4'-di(N,N-

dimethylaminoethoxy)-2,2 ,

-bipyridine; and substituted mono-, di-, and
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polypyrazolyl-2,2'-bipyridines, such as 4,4'-dimethoxy-6-(N-pyrazolyI)-2,2'-

bipyridine and 4,4'-dimethoxy-6'-(N-pyrazolylmethyl)-2,2'-bipyridine.

Suitable derivatives of 1,10-phenanthroline for complexation with the

osmium cation include, for example, mono-, di-, and polyalkyl-1,10-

5 phenanthrolines, such as 4,7-dimethyl- 1,10-phenanthroline, and mono, di-, and

polyaLkoxy-l,10-phenanthrolines, such as 4,7-dimethoxy- 1,10-phenanthroline and 5-

methoxy- 1 , 1 0-phenanthroline.

Suitable derivatives for 2,2
,

:6\2
l,

-terpyridine include, for example,

mono-, di-, tri-, and polyalkyl-2,2
,

:6
,

,2
!l

-terpyridines, such as 4,4\4"-trimethyl-

1 0 2,2':6
,

,2"-terpyridine, 4
5
4 ,

,4
,,

-triethyl-2,2
,

:6
,

,2
,,

-terpyridine, and mono-, di-, tri-, and

polyalkoxy-2,2
f

:6
,

,2
H
-terpyridines, such as 4,4

,

,4
u
-trimethoxy-2,2':6',2

,,

-terpyridine

and 4f

-methoxy-2,2 f

:6',2
fl

~teipyridine, and mono-, di-, tri-, and polyamino-

2,2*:6'£'Meipyridine, such as 4'-amino-2,2':6\2
,

'4erpyridine, and mono-, di-, tri-,

and polyalkylamino-2,2
,

:6',2"-terpyridine, such as 4 t

-dimethylamino-2,2 ,

:6
,,2"-

15 terpyridine, and mono-, di-, tri-, and polyalkylthio-2,2 t

:6',2"-terpyridine such as 4*-

methylthio-2,2' :6\2" -terpyridine and 4-methylthio-4
,

-ethylthio-2,2
,

:6
,,2"-

terpyridine.

Suitable derivatives for pyridine include, for example, mono-, di-, tri-,

and polysubstituted pyridines, such as 2,6-bis(N-pyrazolyl)pyridine, 2,6-bis(3-methyl-

20 N-pyrazolyl)pyridine, 2,6-bis(2-imidazolyl)pyridine, 2,6-bis(l-methyl-2-

imidazolyl)pyridine, and 2,6-bis(l-vinyl-2-imidazolyl)pyridine, and mono-, di-, tri-,

and polyaminopyridines, such as 4-aminopyridine, 4,4'-diaminobipyridine, 4,4
!-

di(dimethylamino)bipyridine, and 4,4
,

,4"-triamino terpyridine.

Other suitable derivatives include compounds comprising three

25 heterocyclic rings. For example, one suitable derivative includes a compound of the

formula:
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(xin)

wherein R10, Rn , and R 12
are each independently hydrogen, hydroxy, alkyl, alkoxy,

alkenyl, vinyl, allyl, amido, amino, vinylketone, keto, or sulfur-containing group.

The terms "alkyl," "alkoxy," "alkenyl," "amido," "amino,"

"vinylketone," "keto," and "sulfiir-containing group" are as defined above.

Other suitable redox mediator derivatives include compounds of the

formula:

(XIV)

wherein R
I3

is hydrogen, hydroxy, alkyl, alkoxy, alkenyl, vinyl, allyl, vinylketone,

keto, amido, amino, or sulfur-containing group; and Y
s and Y6 are each

The terms "alkyl," "alkoxy," "alkenyl," "amido," "amino,"

"vinylketone," "keto," and "sulfur-containing group" are as defined above.

Still other suitable derivatives include compounds of the formula:

wherein R14 is as defined above and Y7 and Y8 are each independently a sulfur or

oxygen atom.

Examples of suitable redox mediators also include, for example,

osmium cations complexed with (a) two bidentate ligands, such as 2,2'-bipyridine,

H

independently a nitrogen or carbon atom.
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1,10-phenanthroIine, or derivatives thereof (the two ligands not necessarily being the

same), (b) one tridentate ligand, such as 2,2
,

,2
t,

-terpyridine and 2,6-di(imidazol-2-

yl)-pyridine, or (c) one bidentate ligand and one tridentate ligand. Suitable osmium

transition metal complexes include, for example, [(bpy)20sLX]
+/2+

,

[(dimet)
20sLX]

+/2+

,
[(dmo)

2OsLX]
+/2

\ [taOsLXJ 0
*, [trimetOsLXJ

0
*, and

[(ter)(bpy)LOs]
2+/3+

where bpy is 2,2'-bipyridine, dimet is 4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-

bipyridine, dmo is 4,4'-dimethoxy-2,2
,

-bipyridine, ter is 2,2
,

:6\2"-terpyridine, trimet

is 4,4',4
t

'-trimethyl-2,2
,

:6
,

,2
M
-terpyridine, L is a nitrogen-containing heterocyclic

ligand, and X is a halogen, such as fluorine, chlorine, or bromine.

The redox mediators often exchange electrons rapidly with each other

and with the electrode so that the complex can be rapidly oxidized and/or reduced.

In general, iron complexes are more oxidizing than ruthenium complexes, which, in

turn, are more oxidizing than osmium complexes. In addition, the redox potential

generally increases with the number of coordinating heterocyclic rings; six-

membered heterocyclic rings increase the potential more than five membered rings,

except when the nitrogen coordinating the metal is formally an anion. This is the

case only if the nitrogen in the ring is bound to both of its neighboring carbon atoms

by single bonds. If the nitrogen is formally an anion then the redox potential

generally increases more upon coordination of the metal ion.

At least some diffusible redox mediators include one or more

pyridine or imidazole functional groups. The imidazole functional group can also

include other substituents and can be, for example, vinyl imidazole, e.g., 1 -vinyl

imidazole, or methylimidazole, e.g., 1-methylimidazole. Examples of suitable

diffusible mediators may include [Os(dmo)2(l -vinyl imidazole)X]X, [Os(dmo)2(l-

vinyl imidazole)X]X
2 ,
[Os(dmo)

2(imidazole)X]X, [Os(dmo)
2(imidazole)X]X2 ,

[Os(dmo)2(l-methylimidazole)X]X2 , and [Os(dmo)
2(methylimidazole)X]X2, where

dmo is 4,4
!

-dimethoxy-2,2 ,

-bipyridine, andX is halogen as described above.

Other osmium-containing redox mediators include

[Os((methoxy)
2phenanthroline)2(N-methylimidazole)X]

+/2+
;

[Os((acetamido)
2bipyridine)2

(L)X]
+/2+

, where L is a monodentate nitrogen-containing

compound (including, but not limited to, an imidazole derivative) chosen to refine
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the potential; and Os(terpyridine)(L)2Cl, where L is an aminopyridine, such as a

dialkylaminopyridine; an N-substituted imidazole, such as N-methyl imidazole; an

oxazole; a thiazole; or an alkoxypyridine, such as methoxypyridine. X is halogen as

described above.

Osmium-free diffusible redox mediators include, for example,

phenoxazines, such as, 7-dimethylamino-l,2-benzophenoxazine (Meldola Blue), 1,2-

benzophenoxazine, and Nile Blue; 3-yS-naphthoyl (Brilliant Cresyl Blue);

tetramethylphenylenediamine (TMPD); dichlorophenolindophenol (DCIP); N-

methyl phenazonium salts, for example, phenazine methosulfate (PMS), N-

methylphenazine methosulfate and methoxyphenazine methosulfate; tetrazolium

salts, for example, tetrazolium blue or nitrotetrazolium blue; and phenothiazines, for

example, toluidine blue O.

.

Examples of other redox species include stable quinones and species

that in their oxidized state have quinoid structures, such as Nile Blue and

indophenol. Examples of suitable quinones include, for example, derivatives of

naphthoquinone, phenoquinone, benzoquinone, naphthenequinone, and the like.

Examples of naphthoquinone derivatives include juglone (i.e., 5-hydroxy-l,4-

naphthoquinone) and derivatives thereof, such as, for example, 2,3-dichloro-5,8-

dihydroxy-l,4-naphthoquinone,2,3-dimethyl-5,8-dihydroxy-l,4-naphthoquinone, 2-

chloro-5,8-dihydroxy- 1 ,4-naphthoquinone, 2,3-methoxy-5-hydroxy- 1 ,4-

naphthoquinone, and the like. Other examples include aminonaphthoquinones, such

as, for example, morpholino-naphthoquinones, such as 2-chloro-3-morpholino-l,4-

naphthoquinone; piperidino-naphthoquinones, such as 2-methyl-3-peperidino-l,4-

naphthoquinone; piperazino-naphthoquinones, such as 2-ethoxy-3-piperazino-l,4-

naphthoquinone; and the like.

Suitable phenoquinone derivatives include, for example, coerulignone

(i.e., S^'^S'-tetramethoxydiphenoquinone) and derivatives thereof, such as, for

example, 3,3',5,5'-tetramethyldiphenoquinone, 3,3',5,5
f-

tetrahydroxydiphenoquinone, and the like.

Suitable benzoquinone derivatives include, for example, coenzyme

Q0 (i.e., 2,3-dimethoxy-5-methyl-1,4-benzoquinone) and derivatives thereof, such as,
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for example, 2,3,5-trimethyl-l,4-benzoquinone, 2,3-dimethyl-5-methoxy-l,4-

benzoquinone, 2,3-dimethyl-5-hychoxy-l,4-benzoquinone, and the like.

Other suitable quinone derivatives include, for example,

acenaphthenequinone and ubiquinones, such as, for example, coenzyme Q, including

Qi. Qz> Q7> Q9 > and Q 10 .

Still other suitable osmium-free diffusible redox mediators include,

for example, Taylor's blue (i.e., 1,9-dimethylmethylene blue), N,1nT-

diethylthiacyanine iodide, and thionine.

In another method, a sensing layer 32 contains a non-leachable (i.e.,

non-releasable) redox mediator and is disposed on a portion of the working electrode

22. The non-leachable redox mediator can be, for example, a redox polymer (i.e., a

polymer having one or more redox species). Preferably, there is little or no leaching

ofthe non-leachable redox mediator away from the working electrode 22 into the

sample during the measurement period, which is typically less than about 5 minutes.

The redox mediators of this embodiment can be bound or otherwise immobilized on

the working electrode 22 to prevent leaching of the mediator into the sample. The

redox mediator can be bound or otherwise immobilized on the working electrode by

known methods, for example, formation of multiple ion bridges with a

countercharged polyelectrolyte, covalent attachment of the redox mediator to a

polymer on the working electrode, entrapment of the redox mediator in a matrix that

has a high affinity for the redox mediator, or bioconjugation of the redox mediator

with a compound bound to the working electrode. In one embodiment, a cationic

exchange membrane may be used to entrap an anionic redox compound. Similarly,

in another embodiment, an anionic exchange membrane may be used to entrap a

cationic redox compound. In still another embodiment involving bioconjugation, a

biotin-bound redox mediator can conjugate with avidin or straptavidin in a matrix

near or immobilized on the working electrode. Still another embodiment includes

having a digoxin or digoxigenin redox mediator react with antidigoxin in a matrix

near or immobilized on a working electrode.

Preferred non-leachable redox mediators are redox polymers, such as

polymeric transition metal compounds or complexes. Typically, the polymers used
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to form a redox polymer have nitrogen-containing heterocycles, such as pyridine,

imidazole, or derivatives thereof for binding as ligands to the redox species.

Suitable polymers for complexation with redox species, such as the transition metal

complexes, described above, include, for example, polymers and copolymers of

poly(l -vinyl imidazole) (referred to as "PVT) and poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (referred to

as *TVP")t as well as polymers and copolymers of poly(acrylic acid) or

polyacrylamide that have been modified by the addition ofpendant nitrogen-

containing heterocycles, such as pyridine and imidazole. Modification of

poly(acrylic acid) may be performed by reaction of at least a portion of the

carboxylic acid functionalities with an aminoalkylpyridine or aminoalkylimidazole,

such as 4-ethylaminopyridine, to form amides. Suitable copolymer substituents of

PVI, PVP, and poly(acrylic acid) include acrylonitrile, acrylamide, acrylhydrazide,

and substituted or quaternized 1 -vinyl imidazole. The copolymers can be random or

block copolymers.

The transition metal complexes of non-leachable redox polymers are

typically covalently or coordinatively bound with the nitrogen-containing

heterocycles (e.g., imidazole and/or pyridine rings) of the polymer. The transition

metal complexes may have vinyl functional groups through which the complexes

can be co-polymerized. Suitable vinyl functional groups include, for example,

vinylic heterocycles, amides, nitriles, carboxylic acids, sulfonic acids, or other polar

vinylic compounds. An example of a redox polymer of this type is polyvinyl

ferrocene) or a derivative ofpolyvinyl ferrocene) functionalized to increase

swelling of the redox polymer in water.

Another type ofredox polymer contains an ionically-bound redox

species, by forming multiple ion-bridges. Typically, this type ofmediator includes a

charged polymer coupled to an oppositely charged redox species. Examples of this

type ofredox polymer include a negatively charged polymer such as Nafion®

(DuPont) coupled to multiple positively charged redox species such as an osmium or

ruthenium polypyridyl cation. Another example of an ionically-bound mediator is a

positively charged polymer such as quaternized poly(4-vinyl pyridine) or poly(l-

vinyl imidazole) coupled to a negatively charged redox species such as ferricyanide
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or ferrocyanide. The preferred ionically-bound redox species is a multiply charged,

often polyanionic, redox species bound within an oppositely charged polymer.

Another suitable redox polymer includes a redox species

coordinatively bound to a polymer. For example, the mediator may be formed by

5 coordination of an osmium, ruthenium, or cobalt 2, 2'-bipyridyl complex to

poly(l -vinyl imidazole) or poly(4-vinyl pyridine) or by co-polymerization of, for

example, a 4-vinyl-2,2
f

-bipyridyl osmium, ruthenium, or cobalt complex with 1-

vinyl imidazole or 4-vinyl pyridine. .

Typically, the ratio of osmium or ruthenium transition metal

10 complexes to imidazole and/or pyridine groups of the non-leachable redox polymers

ranges from 1:20 to 1:1, preferably from 1:15 to 1:2, and more preferably from 1:10

to 1 :4. Generally, the redox potentials depend, at least in part, on the polymer with

the order ofredox potentials being poly(acrylic acid) < PVI < PVP.

A variety of methods may be used to immobilize a redox polymer on

1 5 an electrode surface. One method is adsorptive immobilization. This method is

particularly useful for redox polymers with relatively high molecular weights. The

molecular weight of a polymer may be increased, for example, by cross-linking.

The polymer of the redox polymer may contain functional groups, such as, for

example, hydrazide, amine, alcohol, heterocyclic nitrogen, vinyl, allyl, and

20 carboxylic acid groups, that can be crosslinked using a crosslinking agent. These

functional groups may be provided on the polymer or one or more of the

copolymers. Alternatively or additionally, the functional groups may be added by a

reaction, such as, for example, quaternization. One example is the quaternization of

PVP with bromoethylamine groups.

25 Suitable cross-linking agents include, for example, molecules having

two or more epoxide (e.g., poly(ethylene glycol) diglycidyl ether (PEGDGE)),

aldehyde, aziridine, alkyl halide, and azide functional groups or combinations

thereof. When a polymer has multiple acrylate functions, it can be crosslinked with

a di- or polythiol; when it has multiple thiol functions it can be crosslinked with a di-

30 or polyacrylate. Other examples of cross-linking agents include compounds that

activate carboxylic acid or other acid functional groups for condensation with
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amines or other nitrogen compounds. These cross-linking agents include

carbodiimides or compounds with active N-hydroxysuccinimide or imidate

functional groups. Yet other examples of cross-linking agents are quinones (e.g.,

tetrachlorobenzoquinone and tetracyanoquinodimethane) and cyanuric chloride.

Other cross-linking agents may also be used. In some embodiments, an additional

cross-linking agent is not required. Further discussion and examples of cross-linking

and cross-linking agents are found in U.S. Patents Nos. 5,262,035; 5,262,305;

5,320,725; 5,264,104; 5,264,105; 5,356,786; and 5,593,852, herein incorporated by

reference.

In another embodiment, the redox polymer is immobilized by the

fiinctionalization of the electrode surface and then the chemical bonding, often

covalently, of the redox polymer to the functional groups on the electrode surface.

One example of this type of immobilization begins with a poly(4-vinyl pyridine).

The polymer's pyridine rings are, in part, cornplexed with a reducible/oxidizable

species, such as [Os(bpy)2Cl]
+/2+

where bpy is 2,2'-bipyridine. Part of the pyridine

rings are quaternized by reaction with 2-bromoethylamine. The polymer is then

crosslinked, for example, using a diepoxide, such as poly(ethylene glycol) diglycidyl

ether.

Carbon surfaces can be modified for attachment of a redox polymer,

for example, by electroreduction of a diazonium salt. As an illustration, reduction of

a diazonium salt formed upon diazotization ofp-aminobenzoic acid modifies a

carbon surface with phenylcarboxylic acid functional groups. These functional

groups can be activated by a carbodiimide, such as l-ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC). The activated functional

groups are bound with an amine-fimctionalized redox couple, such as, for example,

the quaternized osmium-containing redox polymer described above or 2-

aminoethylferrocene, to form the redox couple.

Similarly, gold and other metal surfaces can be functionalized by, for

example, an amine, such as cystamine, or by a carboxylic acid, such as thioctic acid.

A redox couple, such as, for example, [Os(bpy)
2(pyridine-4-carboxylate)Cl]

0/+
, is

activated by l-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC)
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to form a reactive O-acylisourea which reacts with the gold-bound amine to form an

amide. The carboxylic acid functional group of thioctic acid can be activated with

EDC to bind a polymer or protein amine to form an amide.

When the enzyme used is PQQ glucose dehydrogenase or glucose

5 oxidase, the preferred non-leachable redox mediators have a redox potential between

about -300 mV to about +400 mV versus the standard calomel electrode (SCE). The

most preferred non-leachable redox mediators have osmium redox centers and a

redox potential more negative than +100 mV versus SCE, more preferably the redox

potential is more negative than 0 mV versus SCE, and most preferably is near -150

10 mV versus SCE.

In at least some instances, the redox mediators of the sensors are air-

oxidizable. This means that the redox mediator is oxidized by air, preferably, so that

at least 90% of the mediator is in an oxidized state prior to introduction of sample

into the sensor. Air-oxidizable redox mediators include osmium cations complexed

1 5 with two mono-, di-, or polyalkoxy-2,2'-bipyridine or mono-, di-, or polyalkoxy-

1 ,1 0-phenanthroline ligands, the two ligands not necessarily being the same, and

further complexed with polymers or other ligands having pyridine and imidazole

functional groups. In particular, Os[4,4
,-dimethoxy-2,2'-bipyridine] 2Cr

/+2

complexed with poly(4-vinyl pyridine) or poly(l -vinyl imidazole) attains

20 approximately 90% or more oxidation in air. The air oxidation of the redox

mediator may take place while the redox mediator is a solid, such as, for example,

when it is coated on the sensor in a dry state and stored. Alternatively, the air

oxidation of the redox mediator may take place while the redox mediator is in

solution, such as, for example, prior to the solution being applied onto the sensor and

25 dried. In the case in which the redox mediator is air oxidized in solution, the

solution containing the redox mediator may be kept in storage for a period of time

sufficient to air oxidize the mediator prior to use of the solution in the manufacturing

process.
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Second Electron Transfer Agent

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the sensor includes a

redox mediator and a second electron transfer agent which is capable of transferring

5 electrons to or from the redox mediator and the analyte. The second electron

transfer agent may be diffusible or may be non-leachable (e.g., entrapped in or

coordinatively, covalently, or ionically bound to the redox polymer). One example

of a suitable second electron transfer agent is an enzyme which catalyzes a reaction

of the analyte. For example, a glucose oxidase or glucose dehydrogenase, such as

10 pyrroloquinoline quinone glucose dehydrogenase (PQQ), is used when the analyte is

glucose. A lactate oxidase fills this role when the analyte is lactate. Other enzymes

can be used for other analytes. These enzymes catalyze the electrolysis of an analyte

by transferring electrons between the analyte and the electrode via the redox

mediator. In some embodiments, the second electron transfer agent is non-

15 leachable, and more preferably immobilized on the working electrode, to prevent

unwanted leaching of the agent into the sample. This is accomplished, for example,

by cross-linking the non-leachable second electron transfer agent with the non-

leachable redox mediator, thereby providing a sensing layer with non-leachable

components on the working electrode. In other embodiments, the second electron

20 transfer agent is diffusible (and may be disposed on any surface of the sample

chamber or placed in the sample).

Counter Electrode

Counter electrode 24, as illustrated in Figures 1-4, may be

25 constructed in a manner similar to working electrode 22. Counter electrode 24 may

also be a counter/reference electrode. Alternatively, a separate reference electrode

may be provided in contact with the sample chamber. Suitable materials for the

counter/reference or reference electrode include Ag/AgCl or Ag/AgBr printed on a

non-conducting base material or silver chloride on a silver metal base. The same

30 materials and methods may be used to make the counter electrode as are available

for constructing the working electrode 22, although different materials and methods
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may also be used. A tab 25 may be provided on the electrode for convenient

connection to the external electronics (not shown), such as a coulometer,

potentiostat, or other measuring device.

5 Electrode Configuration

In one embodiment of the invention, working electrode 22 and

counter electrode 24 are disposed opposite to and facing each other to form a facing

electrode pair as depicted in Figures Land 3. In this preferred configuration, the

sample chamber 26 is typically disposed between the two electrodes. For this facing

10 electrode configuration, it is preferred that the electrodes are separated by a distance

ofno more than about 0.2 mm (i.e., at least one portion of the working electrode is

separated from one portion of the counter electrode by no more than 200 \xm),

preferably no more than 100 ^im, and most preferably no more than 50 \im.

The electrodes need not be directly opposing each other; they may be

1 5 slightly offset. Furthermore, the two electrodes need not be the same size.

Preferably, the counter electrode 24 is at least as large as the working surface of the

working electrode 22. The counter electrode 22 can also be formed with tines in a

comb shape. Other configurations ofboth the counter electrode and working

electrode are within the scope of the invention. However, for this particular

20 embodiment, the separation distance between at least one portion of the working

electrode and some portion of the counter electrode preferably does not exceed the

limits specified hereinabove.

Figures 1 1A, 1 IB, and 1 1C illustrate different embodiments of pairs

of facing electrodes 22, 24, as described above. A region 21 of overlap between the

25 two electrodes 22, 24 typically corresponds to the measurement zone in which the

sample will be interrogated. Each of the electrodes 22, 24 is a conducting surface

and acts as a plate of a capacitor. The measurement zone between the electrodes 22,

24 acts as a dielectric layer between the plates. Thus, there is a capacitance between

the two electrodes 22, 24. This capacitance is a function of the size of the

30 overlapping electrodes 22, 24, the separation between the electrodes 22, 24, and the

dielectric constant of the material between the electrodes 22, 24. Thus, if the size of
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the region 21 of the overlapping electrodes 22, 24 and the dielectric constant of the

material between the electrodes (e.g., air or a sorbent material) are known, then the

separation between the electrodes can be calculated to determine the volume of the

measurement zone.

5 Figure 1 1A illustrates one embodiment of the invention in which the

electrodes 22, 24 are positioned in a facing arrangement. For the capacitance to be

uniform among similarly constructed analyte sensors having this particular sensor

configuration, the registration (i.e., the positioning of the two electrodes relative to

one another) should be uniform. If the position of either of the electrodes is shifted

10 in the x-y plane from the position shown in Figure 1 1 A, the size of the overlap, and

therefore, of the capacitance, will change. The same principle holds for the volume

of the measurement zone.

Figures 1 IB and 1 1C illustrate other embodiments of the invention

with electrodes 22, 24 in a facing arrangement. In these particular arrangements, the

15 position of either of the electrodes may be shifted, by at least some minimum

distance, in the x-y plane relative to the other electrode without a change in the

capacitance or the volume of the measurement zone. In these electrode

arrangements, each electrode 22, 24 includes an arm 122, 124, respectively, which

overlaps with the corresponding arm of the other electrode. The two arms 122, 124

20 are not parallel to each other (such as illustrated in Figure 1 1 A); rather, the arms

122, 124 are disposed at an angle 123, which is greater than zero, relative to each

other. In addition, the two arms 122, 124 extend beyond the region 21 of overlap

(i.e., each arm has extra length corresponding to the difference between the length of

the arm 222, 224, respectively, and the width 121 of the overlap 21). With these

25 electrode arrangements, there can be a certain amount of allowed imprecision in the

registration of the electrodes 22, 24 which does not change the capacitance of the

electrode arrangement. A desired amount of allowed imprecision in the registration

can be designed into the electrode arrangement by varying the angle 123 at which

the arms 122, 124 overlap and the size of the extra length of each arm 122, 124

30 relative to the width 121 of the region 21 of overlap. Typically, the closer that the

arms 122, 124 are to being perpendicular (i.e., angle 123 is 90°), the greater the
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allowed imprecision. Also, the greater the extra length of each arm 122, 124 (which

may both be the same length or different lengths) relative to the width 121 ofthe

region 21 of overlap, the greater the allowed imprecision. Conversely, the greater

the amount of allowed imprecision, the larger the size of the electrodes (for a given

5 electrode width, thickness, and angle 123 of intersection with the other electrode).

Thus, the minimum distance that one electrode can be shifted relative to the other is

balanced against the amount ofmaterial needed for the electrodes. Typically, the

angle 123 of intersection ranges from 5 to 90 degrees, preferably, 30 to 90 degrees,

and more preferably 60 to 90 degrees. Typically, the ratio of the extra length of an

10 arm 122, 124 (corresponding to the difference between the arm length 222, 224 and

the width 121 of the region 21 of overlap) versus the width 121 of the region 21 of

overlap ranges from 0.1:1 to 50:1, preferably 1:1 to 15:1, and more preferably 4:1 to

10:1.

In another embodiment of the invention, the two electrodes 22, 24 are

coplanar as shown in Figure 2. In this case, the sample chamber 26 is in contact

with both electrodes and is bounded on the side opposite the electrodes by a non-

conducting inert base 30. Suitable materials for the inert base include non-

conducting materials such as polyester.

Other configurations of the inventive sensors are also possible. For

example, the two electrodes may be formed on surfaces that make an angle to each

other. One such configuration would have the electrodes on surfaces that form a

right angle. Another possible configuration has the electrodes on a curved surface

such as the interior of a tube. The working and counter electrodes may be arranged

so that they face each other from opposite sides of the tube. This is another example

of a facing electrode pair. Alternatively, the electrodes may be placed near each

other on the tube wall (e.g., one on top of the other or side-by-side).

In any configuration, the two electrodes must be configured so that

they do not make direct electrical contact with each other, to prevent shorting of the

electrochemical sensor. This may be difficult to avoid when the facing electrodes

are separated, over the average, by no more than about 100|am.
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A spacer 28 can be used to keep the electrodes apart when the

electrodes face each other as depicted in Figures 1 and 3. The spacer is typically

constructed from an inert non-conducting material such as pressure-sensitive

adhesive, polyester, Mylar™, Kevlar™ or any other strong, thin polymer film, or,

5 alternatively, a thin polymer film such as a Teflon™ film, chosen for its chemical

inertness. In addition to preventing contact between the electrodes, the spacer 28

often functions as a portion of the boundary for the sample chamber 26 as shown in

Figures 1- 4. Other spacers include layers of adhesive and double-sided adhesive

tape (e.g., a carrier film with adhesive on opposing sides of the film).

10

Sample Chamber

The sample chamber 26 is typically defined by a combination of the

electrodes 22, 24, an inert base 30, and a spacer 28 as shown in Figures 1-4. A

measurement zone is contained within this sample chamber and is the region of the

1 5 sample chamber that contains only that portion of the sample that is interrogated

during the analyte assay. In the embodiment of the invention illustrated in Figures 1

and 2, sample chamber 26 is the space between the two electrodes 22, 24 and/or the

inert base 30. In this embodiment, the sample chamber has a volume that is

preferably no more than about 1 |iL, more preferably no more than about 0.5 |^L,

20 and most preferably no more than about 0.25 (iL. In the embodiment of the

invention depicted in Figures 1 and 2, the measurement zone has a volume that is

approximately equal to the volume of the sample chamber. In a preferred

embodiment the measurement zone includes 80% of the sample chamber, 90% in a

more preferred embodiment, and about 100% in a most preferred embodiment.

25 In another embodiment of the invention, shown in Figure 3, sample

chamber 26 includes much more space than the region proximate electrodes 22, 24.

This configuration makes it possible to provide multiple electrodes in contact with

one or more sample chambers, as shown in Figure 5. In this embodiment, sample

chamber 26 is preferably sized to contain a volume of no more than about 1 fiL,

30 more preferably no more than about 0.5 |iL, and most preferably no more than about

0.25 jaL. The measurement zone (i.e., the region containing the volume of sample to
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be interrogated) is generally sized to contain a volume of sample ofno more than

about 1 |iL, preferably no more than about 0.5 (iL, more preferably no more than

about 0.25 \iL> and most preferably no more than about 0.1 |iL. One particularly

useful configuration of this embodiment positions working electrode 22 and counter

5 electrode 24 facing each other, as shown in Figure 3. In this embodiment, the

measurement zone, corresponding to the region containing the portion of the sample

which will be interrogated, is the portion of sample chamber 26 bounded by the

working surface of the working electrode and disposed between the two facing

electrodes.

1 0 In both of the embodiments discussed above, the thickness of the

sample chamber and of the measurement zone correspond typically to the thickness

of spacer 28 (e.g., the distance between the electrodes in Figures 1 and 3, or the

distance between the electrodes and the inert base in Figure 2). The spacer may be,

for example, an adhesive or double-sided adhesive tape or film. Preferably, this

15 thickness is small to promote rapid electrolysis of the analyte, as more of the sample

will be in contact with the electrode surface for a given sample volume. In addition,

a thin sample chamber helps to reduce errors from diffusion of analyte into the

measurement zone from other portions of the sample chamber during the analyte

assay, because diffusion time is long relative to the measurement time. Typically,

20 the thickness of the sample chamber is no more than about 0.2 mm. Preferably, the

thickness of the sample chamber is no more than about 0.1 mm and, more

preferably, the thickness of the sample chamber is about 0.05 mm or less.

The sample chamber may be formed by other methods. Exemplary

methods include embossing, indenting, or otherwise forming a recess in a substrate

25 within which either the working electrode 22 or counter electrode 24 is formed.

Figures 12A and 12B illustrate one embodiment of this structure. First, a conducting

layer 100 is formed on an inert non-conducting base material 102. As described

above, the conducting layer 100 can include gold, carbon, platinum, ruthenium

dioxide, palladium, or other non-corroding materials. The inert non-conducting base

30 material 102 can be made using a polyester, other polymers, or other non-

conducting, deformable materials. A recess 104 is then formed in a region of the
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non-conducting base material 102 so that at least a portion of the conducting layer

100 is included in the recess 104. The recess 1 04 may be formed using a variety of

techniques including indenting, deforming, or otherwise pushing in the base material

102. One additional exemplary method for forming the recess includes embossing

5 the base material 102. For example, the base material 102 may be brought into

contact with an embossing roll or stamp having raised portions, such as punch

members or channels, to form the recess 104. In some embodiments, the base

material 102 may be heated to soften the material.

The recess 104 may be circular, oval, rectangular, or any other regular

10 or irregular shape. Alternatively, the recess 104 may be formed as a channel which

extends along a portion of the base material 102. The conducting layer 100 may

extend along the entire channel or only a portion of the channel. The measurement

zone may be restricted to a particular region within the channel by, for example,

depositing the sensing layer 32 on only that portion of the conducting layer 100

1 5 within the particular region of the channel. Alternatively, the measurement zone

may be defined by placing a second electrode 107 over only the desired region of the

first electrode 105.

At least a portion, and in some cases, all, of the conducting layer 100

is situated in the recess 1 04. This portion of the conducting layer 1 00 may act as a

20 first electrode 105 (a counter electrode or a working electrode). If the conducting

layer 100 forms the working electrode, then a sensing layer 32 may be formed over a

portion of the conducting layer 100 by depositing a non-leachable redox mediator

and/or second electron transfer agent in the recess 104, as shown in Figure 12B. If a

diffusible redox mediator or second electron transfer agent is used, then the

25 diffusible material may be disposed on any surface in the sample chamber or in the

sample.

A second electrode 107 is then formed by depositing a second

conducting layer on a second base material 106. This second electrode 107 is then

positioned over the first electrode 105 in a facing arrangement. Although not

30 illustrated, if the redox mediator is non-leachable it will be understood that if the

first electrode 105 were to function as a counter electrode, then the sensing layer 32
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would be deposited on the second electrode 107 which would then function as the

working electrode. If the redox mediator is diffusible, however, the redox mediator

may be disposed on any surface of the sample chamber or may be placed in the

sample.

In one embodiment, the second base material 106 rests on a portion

of the first base material 102 and/or the conducting layer 100 which is not depressed,

so that the second electrode 107 extends into the recess. In another embodiment,

there is a spacer (not shown) between the first and second base materials 102, 106.

In this embodiment, the second electrode 107 may or may not extend into the recess.

In any case, the first and second electrodes 105, 107 do not make contact, otherwise

the two electrodes would be shorted.

The depth of the recess 104 and the volume of the conductive layer

100, sensing layer 32, and the portion, if any, of the second electrode 107 in the

recess 104 determines the volume of the measurement zone. Thus, the predictability

of the volume of the measurement zone relies on the extent to which the formation

of the recess 104 is uniform.

In addition to the conducting layer 100, a sorbent layer 103, described

in detail below, may be deposited on the base material 102 prior to forming the

recess 104, as shown in Figure 14A. The sorbent material 103 may be indented,

embossed, or otherwise deformed with the conducting layer 100 and base material

102, as shown in Figure 14B. Alternatively, the sorbent material 103 may be

deposited after the conducting layer 100 and base material 102 are indented,

embossed, or otherwise deformed to make the recess 104.

In another exemplary method for forming the analyte sensor, a recess

1 14 is formed in a first base material 1 12, as shown in Figures 13A and 13B. The

recess may be formed by indenting, embossing, etching (e.g., using

photolithographic methods or laser removal of a portion of the base material), or

otherwise deforming or removing a portion of the base material 112. Then a first

conducting layer 1 10 is formed in the recess 1 14. Any of the conductive materials

discussed above may be used. A preferred material is a conductive ink, such as a

conductive carbon ink available, for example, from Ercon, Inc. (Wareham, MA).
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The conductive ink typically contains metal or carbon dissolved or dispersed in a

solvent or dispersant. When the solvent or dispersant is removed, the metal or

carbon forms a conductive layer 1 10 that can then be used as a first electrode 1 15. A

second electrode 117 can be formed on a second base material 116 and positioned

5 over the recess 1 14, as described above. In embodiments having a non-leachable

redox mediator, a sensing layer 32 is formed on the first electrode 1 15 to form a

working electrode, as shown in Figure 13B. In other embodiments having a non-

leachable redox mediator, the sensing layer 32 may be formed on the second

electrode 1 1 7 to form a working electrode. Alternatively, if a diffusible redox

10 mediator is used, then the working electrode need not include the sensing layer

disposed thereon. In fact, no sensing layer is required because the redox mediator

may be placed in the sample and likewise for a diffusible second electron transfer

agent, ifone is present. Any diffusible components may be independently disposed

on any surface of the sample chamber or placed in the sample. Furthermore, a

15 sorbent material (not shown) may be formed within the recess, for example, on the

first electrode 115.

A binder, such as a polyurethane resin, cellulose derivative, elastomer

(e.g., silicones, polymeric dienes, or acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) resins),

highly fluorinated polymer, or the like, may also be included in the conductive ink.

20 Curing the binder may increase the conductivity of the conductive layer 110,

however, curing is not necessary. The method of curing the binder may depend on

the nature of the particular binder that is used. Some binders are cured by heat

and/or ultraviolet light.

These structures allow for the formation of electrochemical sensors in

25 which the volume of the measurement zone depends, at least in part, on the accuracy

and reproducibility of the recess 104. Embossing, laser etching, photolithographic

etching and other methods can be used to make reproducible recesses 104, even on

the scale of 200 [im or less.
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Sorbent Material

The sample chamber may be empty before the sample is placed in the

chamber. Alternatively, the sample chamber may include a sorbent material 34 to

sorb and hold a fluid sample during the measurement process. Suitable sorbent

materials include polyester, nylon, cellulose, and cellulose derivatives such as

nitrocellulose. The sorbent material facilitates the uptake of small volume samples

by a wicking action which may complement or, preferably, replace any capillary

action of the sample chamber. In addition or alternatively, a portion or the entirety

of the wall of the sample chamber may be covered by a surfactant, such as, for

example, Zonyl FSO.

In some embodiments, the sorbent material is deposited using a liquid

or slurry in which the sorbent material is dissolved or dispersed. The solvent or

dispersant in the liquid or slurry may then be driven offby heating or evaporation

processes. Suitable sorbent materials include, for example, cellulose or nylon

powders dissolved or dispersed in a suitable solvent or dispersant, such as water.

The particular solvent or dispersant should also be compatible with the material of

the working electrode 22 (e.g., the solvent or dispersant should not dissolve the

electrode).

One of the most important functions of the sorbent material is to

reduce the volume of fluid needed to fill the sample chamber and corresponding

measurement zone of the sensor. The actual volume of sample within the

measurement zone is partially determined by the amount of void space within the

sorbent material. Typically, suitable sorbents consist of about 5% to about 50% void

space. Preferably, the sorbent material consists of about 10% to about 25% void

space.

The displacement of fluid by the sorbent material is advantageous.

By addition of a sorbent, less sample is needed to fill sample chamber 26. This

reduces the volume of sample that is required to obtain a measurement and also

reduces the time required to electrolyze the sample.

The sorbent material 34 may include a tab 33 which is made of the

same material as the sorbent and which extends from the sensor, or from an opening
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in the sensor, so that a sample may be brought into contact with tab 33, sorbed by

the tab, and conveyed into the sample chamber 26 by the wicking action of the

sorbent material 34. This provides a preferred method for directing the sample into

the sample chamber 26. For example, the sensor may be brought into contact with a

5 region of an animal (including human) that has been pierced with a lancet to draw

blood. The blood is brought in contact with tab 33 and drawn into sample chamber

26 by the wicking action of the sorbent 34. The direct transfer of the sample to the

sensor is especially important when the sample is very small, such as when the

lancet is used to pierce a portion of the animal that is not heavily supplied with near-

1 0 surface capillary vessels and furnishes a blood sample volume of 1 or less.

Methods other than the wicking action of a sorbent may be used to

transport the sample into the sample chamber or measurement zone. Examples of

such methods for transport include the application of pressure on a sample to push it

into the sample chamber, the creation of a vacuum by a pump or other vacuum-

1 5 producing method in the sample chamber to pull the sample into the chamber,

capillary action due to interfacial tension of the sample with the walls of a thin

sample chamber, as well as the wicking action of a sorbent material.

The sensor can also be used in conjunction with a flowing sample

stream. In this configuration, the sample stream is made to flow through a sample

20 chamber. The flow is stopped periodically and the concentration of the analyte is

determined by an electrochemical method, such as coulometry. After the

measurement, the flow is resumed, thereby removing the sample from the sensor.

Alternatively, sample may flow through the chamber at a very slow rate, such that

all of the analyte is electrolyzed in transit, yielding a current dependent only upon

25 analyte concentration and flow rate.

Other filler materials may be used to fill the measurement zone and

reduce the sample volume. For example, glass beads can be deposited in the

measurement zone to occupy space. Preferably, these filler materials are hydrophilic

so that the body fluid can easily flow into the measurement zone. In some cases,

30 such as glass beads with a high surface area, these filler materials may also wick the
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body fluid into the measurement zone due to their high surface area and

hydrophilicity.

The entire sensor assembly is held firmly together to ensure that the

sample remains in contact with the electrodes and that the sample chamber and

5 measurement zone maintain the same volume. This is an important consideration in

the coulometric analysis of a sample, where measurement of a defined sample

volume is needed. One method ofholding the sensor together is depicted in Figures

1 and 2. Two plates 38 are provided at opposite ends of the sensor. These plates are

typically constructed of non-conducting materials such as plastics. The plates are

10 designed so that they can be held together with the sensor between the two plates.

Suitable holding devices include adhesives, clamps, nuts and bolts, screws, and the

like.

Alternative Sensor Designs

Figures 18A to 18C illustrate one alternative sensor design for

15 formation of thin film sensors. The sensor includes a first substrate 500 upon which

a working electrode 502 is formed. The working electrode 502 includes a contact

region 503 for connection with external electronics. A spacer 504 (Figure 18B),

such as, for example, a layer of adhesive or a double-sided tape defines a channel

506 to produce a sample chamber for the sensor. Two counter (or counter/reference)

20 electrodes 5 10, 5 12 are formed on a second substrate 508, as shown in Figure 1 8C

(inverted with respect to Figures 1 8A and 1 8B to show the electrode side up). This

multiple counter electrode arrangement may provide a fill indicator function, as

described below. Each counter electrode 510, 512 has a contact region 51 1, 513 for

connection with external electronics. The second substrate 508 is inverted and

25 placed over the first substrate 500, with the spacer 504 between, so that the working

electrode 502 and the two counter electrodes 510, 512 are facing in the region of the

channel 506.

In some instances, the counter electrode 510 nearest an entrance 514

of the channel 506 has a surface area within the sample chamber that is at least two

30 times larger than the other counter electrode 512, and may be at least five or ten
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times larger. The non-leachable or diffusible redox mediator and/or second electron

transfer agent can be provided on either the first or second substrates 500, 508 in a

region corresponding to the channel 506, as described above.

The working electrode and counter electrodes can be formed to cover

5 the entire channel region (except for a small space between the two counter

electrodes). In this embodiment, the sample chamber and measurement zone are

effectively the same and have the same volume. In other embodiments, the

measurement zone has, for example, 80% or 90% of the volume of the sample

chamber. It will be understood that similar sensors could be made using one counter

10 electrode or three or more counter electrodes. It will also be understood that multiple

working electrodes may also be provided on the sensor.

One example of a method for making the thin film sensors is

described with respect to the sensor arrangement displayed in Figures 18A to 18C

and can be used to make a variety of other sensor arrangements, including those

15 described before. A substrate, such as aplastic substrate, is provided. The substrate

can be an individual sheet or a continuous roll on a web. This substrate can be used

to make a single sensor or to make multiple sensors. The multiple sensors can be

formed on a substrate 1000 as working electrodes 1010 and counter electrode(s)

1020. In some embodiments, the substrate can be scored and folded to bring the

20 working electrodes 1010 and counter electrodes 1020 together to form the sensor. In

some embodiments, as illustrated in Figure 3 1A, the individual working electrodes

1010 (and, in a separate section, the counter electrode(s) 1020) can be formed next to

each other on the substrate 1000, to reduce waste material, as illustrated in Figure

31A. In other embodiments, the individual working electrodes 1010 (and, in a

25 separate section, the counter electrode(s) 1020) can be spaced apart, as illustrated in

Figure 3 IB. The remainder of the process is described for the manufacture of

multiple sensors, but can be readily modified to form individual sensors.

Carbon or other electrode material (e.g., metal, such as gold or

platinum) is formed on the substrate to provide a working electrode for each sensor.

30 The carbon or other electrode material can be deposited by a variety ofmethods

including printing a carbon or metal ink, vapor deposition, and other methods.
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Optionally, a non-conductive material, such as a non-conductive ink,

can be formed adjacent the working electrode to provide a planar surface along the

path of travel of the sample fluid. The non-conductive material is suitable for

creating a smooth surface to facilitate filling by capillary action and/or for reducing

5 the likelihood that air bubbles will become entrapped near the working electrode.

This non-conductive material can be colored or colorless and may be formed on the

substrate by printing or other techniques. The non-conductive material may be

deposited prior to or subsequent to the .
formation of the working electrode.

The counter electrode or counter electrodes are formed on the

1 0 substrate. The counter electrode(s) are formed by depositing carbon or other

electrode material onto the substrate. In one embodiment, the material of the counter

electrode(s) is a Ag/AgCl ink. The material of the counter electrode(s) may be

deposited by a variety ofmethods including printing or vapor deposition. In some

embodiments, the counter electrodes are formed using different materials and/or one

15 electrode is a counter or counter/reference electrode and the other electrode is a

reference or counter/reference electrode. In one embodiment, the working electrodes

are formed on a first halfof a polymer sheet or web and the counter electrodes are

formed on a second half of the polymer sheet or web so that the sheet or web can be

folded to superimpose the working and counter electrodes in a facing arrangement.

20 A second non-conductive material may be deposited adjacent and/or

between the counter electrode(s) to provide a planar surface along the path of travel

of the sample fluid. This may be particularly desirable in the region between the

counter electrodes that will be part of the sample chamber to planarize the surface of

the sample chamber. The non-conductive material is suitable for creating a smooth

25 surface to faciliate filling by capillary action and/or for reducing the likelihood that

air bubbles will become entrapped between or near the counter electrode(s). This

non-conductive material can be colored or colorless and may be formed on the by

printing or other techniques. The non-conductive material may be deposited prior to

or subsequent to the formation of the counter electrode(s).

30 An adhesive spacer is formed over at least one of the

substrate/working electrode and substrate/counter electrode(s). The adhesive spacer
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may be a single layer of adhesive or a double-sided adhesive tape (e.g., a polymer

carrier film with adhesive disposed on opposing surfaces). To form the channel, the

spacer, optionally provided with one or more release liners, may be cut (e.g., die-cut)

to remove the portion of the adhesive corresponding to the channel prior to

5 disposing the spacer on the substrate. Alternatively, the adhesive may be printed or

otherwise disposed on the substrate according to a pattern which defines the channel

region. The thickness of the spacer typically determines the spacing between the

working and counter electrodes. When the uniformity of this spacing among sensors

is necessary (e.g., for coulometric measurements), uniformity in the thickness of the

1 0 spacer is important. Preferably, the thickness does not vary more than + 5% over the

individual sensor and/or among individual sensors in a batch.

The non-leachable or diffusible redox mediator and/or second

electron transfer agent are disposed onto the substrate in at least the sample chamber

region. If either or both of these components is non-leachable, that component or

1 5 components must be disposed on the working electrode. If either or both of these

components is diffusible, that component or components can be disposed on any

surface of the substrate in the channel region. The redox mediator and/or second

electrode transfer agent can be disposed independently or together on the substrate

prior to or after disposition of the spacer. The redox mediator and/or second

20 electrode transfer agent may be disposed by a variety of methods including, for

example, screen printing, ink jet printing, spraying, painting, striping along a row or

column of aligned and/or adjacent electrodes, and the like. Other components may

be deposited separately or with the redox mediator and/or second electrode transfer

agent including, for example, surfactants, polymers, polymer films, preservatives,

25 binders, buffers, and cross-linkers.

After disposing the spacer, redox mediator, and second electron

transfer agent, the substrate can be folded to form the sensor. The faces of the

substrate are joined by the adhesive of the spacer. After bringing the faces together,

the sensor can be cut out using a variety ofmethods including, for example, die

30 cutting, slitting, or otherwise cutting away the excess substrate material and

separating the individual sensors. In some embodiments, a combination ofmethods
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may be used. For example, some features may be die cut, while the remainder of the

sensor is cut by slitting. As another alternative, the sensor components (e.g., the

components illustrated in Figures 18A and 18C) may first be cut out of the

substrates and then brought together to form the sensor by adhesively joining the

two components using the spacer adhesive.

The embodiment of a sensor illustrated in Figures 18A to 18C is an

example of a tip-fill sensor. An alternative sensor construction is illustrated in

Figures 19A to 19C. This is a side-fill sensor. Figure 19A illustrates a first

substrate 520 with a working electrode 522. Figure 19B illustrates a spacer 524

defining a channel 526. Figure 19C (inverted with respect to Figures 19A and 19B

to illustrate the electrodes) illustrates a second substrate 528 with three counter (or

counter/reference) electrodes 530, 532, 534.

This sensor can be manufactured as described above. The symmetric

disposition of the counter electrodes allow the sensor to be filled from either the left

or right side for convenience of left-handed and right-handed people. It will be

understood, however, that similar sensor arrangements can be formed using one,

two, or four or more counter electrode(s) and/or two or more working electrodes.

The scalloped regions 536, 538 may be formed, for example, by die cutting and may,

at least in some instances, be precisely controlled to provide a reproducible channel

length. As an alternative arrangement, the sides of the sensor may be straight to

allow the sensor to be cut out from the remainder of the substrate and/or from other

sensors by slitting the substrate in parallel directions using, for example, a gang

arbor blade system. As illustrated in Figures 19A, 19B, and 19C, the edges of the

sensor can define edges of the sample chamber and/or measurement zone. By

accurately controlling the distance between cuts, variability in sample chamber

volume can often be reduced. In some instances, these cuts are preferably parallel to

each other, as parallel cuts maybe the easiest to make reproducibly.

Figures 20A, 20B, and 20C illustrate another example of a side-

filling sensor arrangement. Figure 20A illustrates a first substrate 540 with a

working electrode 542. Figure 20B illustrates a spacer 544 defining a channel 546.
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Figure 20C (inverted with respect to Figures 20A and 20B) illustrates a second

substrate 548 with three counter (or counter/reference) electrodes 550, 552, 554.

Figures 2 1 A, 2 1 B, and 2 1C illustrate another example of a tip-filling

sensor arrangement. Figure 21A illustrates a first substrate 560 with a working

electrode 562. Figure 21B illustrates a spacer 564 defining a channel 566. Figure .

21C (inverted with respect to Figures 21A and 21B) illustrates a second thin film

substrate 568 with two counter (or counter/reference) electrodes 570, 572. A vent

hole 574 (indicated as a shaded region in Figure 21C) is provided through the second

substrate. In the illustrated embodiment, this vent hole 574 is made through only the

substrate 568 that carries the counter electrode(s) and, optionally, the spacer 564. In

this embodiment, the vent hole may be formed by, for example, die cutting a portion

of the substrate. This die cut may remove a portion of at least one counter electrode,

but a sufficient amount of the counter electrode should remain for contact with the

sample in the channel and for electrical connection to a contact at the other end of

the sensor. In another embodiment, the vent hole 574 may be made through all of

the layers or through the first substrate and not the second substrate.

Another embodiment is illustrated in Figures 22A, 22B, and 22C,

with a different shape. This sensor includes a first substrate 579 with at least one

working electrode 580, as illustrated in Figure 22A. The sensor also includes a

spacer 581 with a channel 582 formed in the spacer 581, as shown in Figure 22B.

The sensor further includes a second substrate 583 with two counter electrodes 584,

585, as shown in Figure 22C (inverted with respect to Figures 22A and 22B). A
venting aperture 586 is cut typically through all of the layers and extends from a side

of the sensor. In some embodiments, the venting aperture and the front portion 587

of the sensor are simultaneously cut with a reproducible distance between the

venting aperture and the front portion 587 of the sensor to provide a reproducible

length for the channel 582 and the working electrode 580. Figures 22A, 22B, and

22C also illustrate another feature that can be used with any sensor arrangement. An

indentation 588 may be formed at the filling opening of the channel 582 to facilitate

the drawing of fluid into the sensor. In this configuration, the fluid is not provided

with a flat face, but rather an indented face that may aid in wicking or capillary
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filling of the channel (i.e., sample chamber). This configuration may also reduce the

likelihood that the user of the sensor will block the channel during collection of the

sample. A flat faced sensor might be blocked by pressing the tip of the sensor

edgewise against the skin.

5 Figures 23A, 23B, and 23C illustrate another example of a side-

filling sensor arrangement. Figure 23A illustrates a first substrate 640 with a

working electrode 642. Figure 23B illustrates a spacer 644 defining a channel 646.

Figure 23C (inverted with respect to Figures 23A and 23B) illustrates a second

substrate 648 with three counter (or counter/reference) electrodes 650, 652, 654.

1 0 This sensor can be formed by making straight cuts of the substrates. The sensors can

be made adjacent to one another, as illustrated in Figure 31 A, which may produce

less waste material. The length of the channel 646 is typically defined by the two

parallel cuts along the sides 656, 658 of the sensors. Another optional processing

advantage, particularly if the sensor are formed adjacent to each other, is that the

15 redox mediator and/or second electron transfer agent can be disposed in the channel

by striping a continuous stream of these components along a row or column of

adjacent sensors. This may result in better efficiency and less waste of the redox

mediator and/or second electron transfer agent, as compared to other techniques,

such as individually placing these components within the individual channels.

20 Figures 24A, 24B, and 24C illustrate another sensor configuration.

This sensor includes a first substrate 600 with at least one working electrode 602, as

illustrated in Figure 24A. The sensor also includes a spacer 604 with a channel 606

formed in the spacer 604, as shown in Figure 24B. The sensor further includes a

second substrate 608 with two counter electrodes 610, 612, as shown in Figure 24C

25 (inverted with respect to Figures 24A and 24B). The sensor may also include, for

example, an indicator, such as a slot 614 or an extension 616 from the body of the

sensor that indicates to the user which side should be placed adjacent to the sample.

This may be particularly important where the sensor reading is only correct when

sample enters from a particular side.

30 Figure 24B also illustrates another optional feature that may be used

in any of the sensor configurations. In this illustration, the sample chamber 606 is
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not formed using straight lines, but there is an expanded region 618 within the

sample chamber. This permits larger sample chambers without forming larger

openings. This expanded region can be formed as any shape including circular,

square, rectangular, and other regular and irregular shapes.

5 Figure 25 is an example of an assembled sensor illustrating another

alternative sensor arrangement for a side-fill sensor 620. This sensor includes

extensions 622 from the sensor body 624 to indicate to a user where the openings for

the sample chamber 626 are provided.'.

One optional feature is illustrated in Figure 32 which is an edge-on

10 view of the sensor from the inside of the meter. Figure 32 illustrates a first substrate

1 120 and a second substrate 1 130 that extend into the meter from the remainder of

the sensor 1 100 (i.e., portion 1 140 is recessed with respect to substrates 1 120 and

1 130 in Figure 32). Examples of this configuration are illustrated in Figures 18A-

1 8C and 24A-24C. Typically, the sensor 1 100 is coupled to a meter 1 1 10 that

15 includes contact pads (not shown) that contact the contact regions (e.g., regions 503,

511, and 513 in Figures 18A and 18C) of the electrodes of the sensor 1100. The end

of the sensor 1 100 which contains the contact regions can be slid into the meter

1110. It is typically important that the contact pads of the meter 1110 make contact

with the correct contact regions of the sensor so that the working electrode and

20 counter electrode(s) are correctly coupled to the meter. In some instances, the sensor

is configured so that the contact region for the working electrode on the first

substrate 1 120 has a different width, wl, than width, w2, for the contact region of

the second substrate 1 130 carrying the counter electrode(s). Examples of electrode

configurations with this structure are provided in Figures 18A-1 8C and 24A-24C.

25 To ensure proper insertion of the sensor 1 100 into the meter 1 110, the meter 1 1 10

may include a raised area 1 140 that prevents or hinders the insertion of the sensor in

an improper direction. For example, the width, w2, of the contact region of the

second substrate 1 130 may be wider than the width, wl, of the contact region of the

first substrate 1 120, as illustrated in Figure 32. In this instance, the raised area 1 140

30 is positioned to allow sensor 1 1 00 to be slid into the meter so that the first substrate

1 120 is next to the surface 1 150 from which the raised area 1 140 protrudes, but
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would prevent or hinder having the second substrate 1 130 next to the surface 1 150

from which the raised area 1 140 protrudes. Objects other than a raised area can also

be used to guide the user in correct introduction of the sensor into the meter.

Integrated Sample Acquisition and Analyte Measurement Device

Many approaches are known in the art for acquiring and/or

transporting a small sample from the body to a sensor. These include, for example,

U.S. Patent Numbers 5,746,217; 5,82Q,570; 5857983; and 587931 1, incorporated

herein by reference. Any of these sample acquisition and/or transporting methods

may be employed with the sensor ofthe current invention.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, an analyte measurement

device 52 constructed according to the principles of the present invention includes a

sensor 20, as described hereinabove, combined with a sample acquisition apparatus

50 to provide an integrated sampling and measurement device. The sample

acquisition apparatus 50 illustrated in Figure 6, includes, for example, a skin

piercing member 54, such as a lancet, attached to a resilient deflectable strip 56 (or

other similar device, such as a spring) which may be pushed to inject the lancet into

a patient's skin to cause blood flow.

The resilient strip 56 is then released and the skin piercing member

54 retracts. Blood flowing from the area of skin pierced by member 54 can then be

transported, for example, by the wicking action of sorbent material 34, into sensor

20 for analysis of the analyte. The analyte measurement device 52 may then be

placed in a reader, not shown, which connects a coulometer or other electrochemical

analysis equipment to the electrode tabs 23, 25 to determine the concentration of the

analyte by electroanalytical means. Preferably, the analyte measurement device is

enclosed within the reader when connected to the coulometer or other

electrochemical analysis equipment.

In a preferred embodiment, the integrated sample acquisition and

analyte measurement device comprises a lancing instrument that holds a lancet and

measurement strip. The lancing instrument preferably requires active cocking. By
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requiring the user to cock the device prior to use, the risk of inadvertently triggering

the lancet is minimized.

Preferably, the lancing instrument is automatically triggered when the

lancing instrument is pressed firmly against the skin with an adequate amount of

5 pressure. As is already known in the art, a larger sample ofbody fluid such as blood

pr interstitial fluid is expressed when pressure is applied around a site where a hole

has been created the skin. For example, see the above-mentioned U.S. patents to

Integ and Amira as well as the tip design of the lancing instruments sold by Becton

Dickenson. All of these lancing devices have a protruding ring that surrounds the

10 lancing site to create pressure that forces sample out of the wound. However, all of

these devices require the user to apply adequate pressure to the wound site to express

the sample, and all of the lancing instruments are triggered by a button push by the

user. Design of an appropriate pressure trigger is well-known to one skilled in the

art.

1 5 Preferably, the lancing instrument will also permit the user to adjust

the depth of penetration of the lancet into the skin. Such devices are already

commercially available from companies such as Boehringer Mannheim and Palco.

This feature allows users to adjust the lancing device for differences in skin

thickness, skin durability, and pain sensitivity across different sites on the body and

20 across different users.

In a more preferred embodiment, the lancing instrument and the test

reader are integrated into a single device. To operate the device the user need only

insert a disposable cartridge containing a measurement strip and lancing device into

the integrated device, cock the lancing instrument, press it against the skin to

25 activate it, and read the result of the measurement. Such an integrated lancing

instrument and test reader simplifies the testing procedure for the user and

minimizes the handling of body fluids.

Figure 26 illustrates another example of an integrated sample

acquisition and sensor device 700. The integrated sample acquisition and sensor

30 device 700 includes a housing 702, a skin piercing member (e.g., a lancet) 704, a

piercing/collecting aperture 706, an optionally removable sensor 708, a sensor guide
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710, and a retraction mechanism 714 for the skin piercing member. This device 700

can be designed for reuse (e.g., by making the skin piercing member 704 and sensor

708 removable) or for single use.

The housing 702 may be formed of a variety of materials including

5 metal and plastic. The housing 702 may include a hinge 716 or other configuration

(e.g., adhesive or interlocking parts) for holding portions of the housing together.

The piercing/collecting aperture 706 is provided in the housing 702 to

allow the skin piercing member 704 to extend through the aperture 706 and pierce

the skin of a user, thereby causing blood (or other body fluid) flow. The sensor 708

10 also extends to the edge or out of the aperture 706 to collect the blood (or other body

fluid) through an opening (not shown) in the tip of the sensor. This may allow the

user to pierce the skin and collect the fluid sample without moving the device 700.

Alternatively, separate apertures may be provided for the skin piercing member 704

and sensor 708. The sensor guide may be formed in the housing 702 or added to the

15 housing to guide the sensor 708 into place if the sensor is inserted into and through

the housing and/or to support the sensor within the housing and during sample

collection.

The skin piercing member 704 may include an actuator (not shown)

that includes a mechanism that allows for cocking and releasing the skin piercing

20 member 704 or the skin piercing member may be actuated externally. For example,

a sensor reader (not shown) or other device may be coupled to the sample

acquisition and sensor device, the sensor reader or other device including a

mechanism that cocks and/or releases the skin piercing member 704.

The retraction mechanism 714 of the device 700 may be, for example,

25 a spring or resilient metal strip that retracts the skin piercing member 704 back into

the housing after piercing the skin of the user. This may allow for unobstructed

collection of the sample and/or prevent further piercing of the skin of the user or

others to reduce or prevent contamination or infection caused by transfer of body

fluids or other harmful agents. Alternatively, retraction of the skin piercing member

30 may be accomplished using an external device or apparatus.
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One example of operation includes cocking the skin piercing member

704 and then releasing the skin piercing member 704 so that it extends out of the

housing 702 through the piercing/collecting aperture 706 and pierces the skin of the

user. The skin piercing element 704 optionally pushes the sensor out of the way

5 while extending out of the housing. The skin piercing element 704 is retracted back

within the housing 702 using the retraction mechanism 714. Upon retraction of the

skin piercing element, the sensor collects a sample fluid from the pierced skin

through an opening in the sensor 708.
.

If a sensor reader is used, the sensor reader may also be configured to

1 0 couple with a contact end of the sensor. The sensor reader may include a

potentiostat or other component to provide a potential and/or current for the

electrodes of the sensor. The sensor reader may also include a processor (e.g., a

microprocessor or hardware) for determining analyte concentration from the sensor

signals. The sensor reader may include a display or a port for coupling a display to

15 the sensor. The display may display the sensor signals and/or results determined

from the sensor signals including, for example, analyte concentration, rate of change

of analyte concentration, and/or the exceeding of a threshold analyte concentration

(indicating, for example, hypo- or hyperglycemia). This sensor reader may be used

in conjunction with the integrated sample acquisition and sensor device or the sensor

20 reader may be used with the sensor alone, the contacts of the sensor making

connection with contacts in the sensor reader.

Operation of the Sensor

An electrochemical sensor of the invention may be operated with or

25 without applying a potential. In one embodiment, the electrochemical reaction

occurs spontaneously and a potential need not be applied between the working and

counter electrodes.

In another embodiment, a potential is applied between the working

and counter electrodes. Yet the potential does not need to remain constant. The

30 magnitude of the required potential is dependent on the redox mediator. The

potential at which the electrode poises itself, or where it is poised by applying an
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external bias, and where the analyte is electrolyzed is typically such that the

electrochemical reaction is driven to or near completion, but it is, preferably, not

oxidizing enough to result in significant electrochemical reaction of interferents,

such as urate, ascorbate, and acetaminophen, that may affect the signal measured.

5 For non-leachable redox mediators, the potential is typically between about -350 mV

and about +400 mV versus the standard calomel electrode (SCE). Preferably, the

potential of the redox mediator is more negative than +100 mV, more preferably the

potential is more negative than 0 mV, and most preferably the potential is about -

150 mV versus SCE.

10 When an external potential is applied, it may be applied either before

or after the sample has been placed in the sample chamber. If the measurement zone

comprises only a portion of the sample chamber then the potential is preferably

applied after the sample has come to rest in the sample chamber to prevent

electrolysis of sample passing through the measurement zone as the sample chamber

1 5 is filling- Alternatively, in the case where the measurement zone comprises most or

all of the sample chamber, the potential, optionally, may be applied before or during

the filling of the sample chamber without affecting the accuracy of the assay. When

the potential is applied and the sample is in the measurement zone, an electrical

current will flow between the working electrode and the counter electrode. The

20 current is a result, at least in part, of the electrolysis of the analyte in the sample.

This electrochemical reaction occurs via the redox mediator and the optional second

electron transfer agent. For many biomolecules, B, the process is described by the

following reaction equations:

nA^x) + B
enZyme

> nA(red) + C (1)

25 nA(red) >nA(ox) + ne' (2)

Biochemical B is oxidized to C by redox mediator species A in the presence of an

appropriate enzyme. Then the redox mediator A is oxidized at the electrode.

Electrons are collected by the electrode and the resulting current is measured. The

measured current may also include a background current resulting in a measured
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background charge, due, at least in part, to the shuttling of a diffusible redox

mediator between the working electrode and the counter electrode. This background

current can be minimized or accounted for, as described above.

As an example, one sensor of the present invention is based on the

5 reaction of a glucose molecule with two [Os(dmo-phen)2
(NMI)Cl]

2+
cations, where

dmo-phen is 4,8-dimethoxy phenanthroline and NMI is N-methyl-imidazole, in the

presence of glucose oxidase to produce two [Os(dmo-phen)2
(NMI)Cl]

+
cations, two

protons, and an oxidation product of glucose, for example, gluconolactone or

another ketone. The amount of glucose present is assayed by electrooxidizing the

10 [Os(dmo-phen)2(NMI)Cl]
+
cations to [Os(dmo-phen)2(NMI)Cl]

2+
cations and

measuring the total charge passed.

Those skilled in the art will recognize that there are many different

reactions that will provide the same result; namely the electrolysis of an analyte

through a reaction pathway incorporating a redox mediator. Equations (1) and (2)

15 are a non-limiting example of such a reaction.

Coulometry

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, coulometry is used to

determine the concentration of the analyte. This measurement technique utilizes

20 current measurements obtained at intervals over the course of the assay, to determine

analyte concentration. These current measurements are integrated over time to

obtain the amount of charge, Q, passed to or from the electrode. Q is then used to

calculate the concentration of the analyte (CA) by the following equation (when the

redox mediator is non-leachable):

25 CA
= Q/nFV (3a)

where n is the number of electron equivalents required to electrolyze the analyte, F is

Faraday's constant (approximately 96,500 coulombs per equivalent), and V is the

volume of sample in the measurement zone. When using a diffusible mediator, the

concentration of the analyte can be obtained from the following equation: .
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CA =(Qlot
-Qback)/nFV (3b)

where Qt0J
is the total charge transferred during the measurement and Qback is the

amount of charge transferred that was not due to the analyte, e.g., charge transferred

by the shuttling of the diffusible mediator between the working electrode and the

counter electrode. In at least some instances, the sensor is constructed so that the

background charge is at most 5 times the size of the charge generated by electrolysis

of an amount of analyte. Preferably, the background signal is at most 200%, 100%,

50%, 25%, 10%, or 5% of the charge generated by electrolysis of the analyte.

One example of a method for determining the ratio ofbackground

signal to signal generated by electrolysis of the analyte is described as follows for

the facing electrode pairs. If the shuttling of the redox mediator is not disabled by

the applied potential, the charge that results from the shuttling of the redox mediator

may be represented by the following formula:

Qback ~ (A F DM CM/ d) (t nM)

where A is the area of the working electrode; F is Faraday's constant (96,500

coulombs/equivalent); DM is the effective diffusion coefficient of the redox

mediator; CM is the concentration of the redox mediator in the measurement zone; d

is the distance separating facing electrodes; t is the amount of time for the

measurement; and nM is the number of electrons gained or lost by the redox

mediator.

Additionally, the charge of the analyte, for example, glucose, when

the analyte is electrooxidized to about 90% completion in the measurement period

may be represented by the following formula:

QG = A d (0.90) CG iiq F

where A is the area of the working electrode; d is the distance separating facing

electrodes; CG is the concentration of glucose; n is the number of electrons needed to

electrolyze the analyte (e.g., 2 electrons per glucose molecule); and F is Faraday's

constant. When CG is 5 mM (or 5 x 10"6 moles/cm3
), t is 60 seconds, r^ is 2, and nM

is 1, the ratio of charge from the redox mediator to the charge from electrooxidation

of the analyte may be represented by the following formula:
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Qeack/Qo = CM/d
2
)(t nM /(0.9

C

G)) = (DM CM / d
2
) x (6.7 x 1

0

6

)

For example, if the ratio ofQBack/QG is 5, then (DM CM)/ d
2
is 7.5 x 10-7

moles/(cm3

sec). Also for example, if the ratio ofQBack/QG is 1, then (DM CM)/ d
2
is 1.5 x 10"7

moles/(cm3
sec). Still another example, if the ratio is 0. 1 , then (DM CM)/ d

2
is 1 .5 x

5 10"
8
moles/(cm3

sec). Thus, depending on the ratio desired, a sensor may be

configured to have the desired ratio by choosing DM , CM , and d accordingly. For

example, the concentration of the redox mediator may be reduced (i.e., CM may be

reduced). Alternatively, or additionally, the diffusion of the redox mediator may be

reduced by, for example, having a barrier to the flow of the diffusible mediator to the

1 0 counter electrode (i.e., reduce the effective diffusion coefficient of the redox

mediator—

D

M). Other sensor configurations are also suitable for controlling the

ratio ofbackground signal to signal generated by the analyte and will be described

below.

The background charge, Qback, can be accounted for in a variety of

15 ways. Qback can be made small, for example, by using only limited amounts of

diffusible redox mediator; by providing a membrane over the counter electrode that

limits diffusion of the redox mediator to the counter electrode; or by having a

relatively small potential difference between the working electrode and the counter

electrode. Other examples of sensor configurations and methods suitable for

20 reducing Qback include those already described such as sensors having a redox

mediator reaction rate at the working electrode that is significantly faster than that at

the counter electrode; immobilizing the redox mediator on the working electrode;

having the redox mediator become immobilized on the counter or counter/reference

electrode upon its reaction at the counter or counter/reference electrode; or slowing

25 the diffusion of the redox mediator.

Alternatively, the sensor may be calibrated individually or by batch to

determine a calibration curve or a value for Qback . Another option is to include a

second electrode pair that is missing an item necessary for electrolysis of the analyte,

such as, for example, the second electron transfer agent, so that the entire signal

30 from this second electrode pair corresponds to Qback .
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For coulometric measurements, at least 20% of the analyte is

electrolyzed. Preferably at least 50%, more preferably at least 80%, and even more

preferably at least 90% of the analyte is electrolyzed. In one embodiment of the

invention, the analyte is completely or nearly completely electrolyzed. The charge

5 can then be calculated from current measurements made during the electrochemical

reaction, and the concentration of the analyte is determined using equation (3a) or

(3b). The completion of the electrochemical reaction is typically signaled when the

current reaches a steady-state value. This indicates that all or nearly all of the

analyte has been electrolyzed. For this type ofmeasurement, at least 90% of the

10 analyte is typically electrolyzed, preferably, at least 95% of the analyte is

electrolyzed and, more preferably, at least 99% of the analyte is electrolyzed.

For coulometry, it is typically desirable that the analyte be

electrolyzed quickly. The speed of the electrochemical reaction depends on several

factors, including the potential that is applied between the electrodes and the kinetics

15 of reactions (1) and (2). (Other significant factors include the size of the

measurement zone and the presence of sorbent in the measurement zone.) In

general, the larger the potential, the larger the current through the cell (up to a

transport limited maximum) and therefore, the faster the reaction will typically

occur. However, if the potential is too large, other electrochemical reactions may

20 introduce significant error in the measurement. Typically, the potential between the

electrodes as well as the specific redox mediator and optional second electron

transfer agent are chosen so that the analyte will be almost completely electrolyzed

in less than 5 minutes, based on the expected concentration of the analyte in the

sample. Preferably, the analyte will be almost completely electrolyzed within about

25 2 minutes and, more preferably, within about 1 minute.

In another embodiment of the invention, the analyte is only partially

electrolyzed. The current is measured during the partial reaction and then

extrapolated using mathematical techniques known to those skilled in the art to

determine the current curve for the complete or nearly complete electrolysis of the

30 analyte. Integration of this curve yields the amount of charge that would be passed
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if the analyte were completely or nearly completely electrolyzed and, using equation

(3a) or (3b), the concentration of the analyte is calculated.

Although coulometry has the disadvantage of requiring the volume of

the measured sample be known, coulometry is a preferred technique for the analysis

of the small sample because it has the advantages of, for example, no temperature

dependence for the measurement, no enzyme activity dependence for the

measurement, no redox-mediator activity dependence for the measurement, and no

error in the measurement from depletion of analyte in the sample. As already

described above, coulometry is a method for determining the amount of charge

passed or projected to pass during complete or nearly complete electrolysis of the

analyte. One coulometric technique involves electrolyzing the analyte on a working

electrode and measuring the resulting current between the working electrode and a

counter electrode at two or more times during the electrolysis. The electrolysis is

complete when the current reaches a steady state. The charge used to electrolyze the

sample is then calculated by integrating the measured currents over time and

accounting for any background signal. Because the charge is directly related to the

amount of analyte in the sample there is no temperature dependence of the

measurement. In addition, the activity of the enzyme does not affect the value of the

measurement, but only the time required to obtain the measurement (i.e., less active

enzyme requires a longer time to achieve complete electrolysis of the sample) so that

decay of the enzyme over time will not render the analyte concentration

determination inaccurate. And finally, the depletion of the analyte in the sample by

electrolysis is not a source of error, but rather the objective of the technique.

(However, the analyte need not be completely electrolyzed if the electrolysis curve is

extrapolated from the partial electrolysis curve based on well-known electrochemical

principles.)

Non-Coulometric Assays

Although coulometric assays are useful, those skilled in the art will

recognize that a sensor of the invention may also utilize potentiometric,

amperometric, voltammetric, and other electrochemical techniques to determine the
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concentration of an analyte in a sample. The measurements obtained by these non-

coulometric methods may not be temperature independent as are coulometric

measurements.

In addition, the measurements obtained by these non-coulometric

5 electrochemical techniques may be sensitive to the amount of active enzyme

provided in the sensor. If the enzyme deactivates or decays over time, the resulting

measurements may be affected. This may limit the shelf life of such sensors unless

the enzyme is very stable.

Finally, the measurements obtained by non-coulometric

10 electrochemical techniques, such as steady-state amperometry, may be negatively

affected if a substantial portion of the analyte and/or redox mediator is electrolyzed

during the measurement period. An accurate steady-state measurement may not be

obtainable unless there is sufficient analyte and/or redox mediator so that only a

relatively small portion of the analyte and/or redox mediator is electrolyzed during

15 the measurement process. This may be challenging in a sample size ofno more than

1 ill

It may be desirable in some instances to utilize non-coulometric

assays, such as amperometric or potentiometric measurement techniques. For

example, coulometry requires that the volume of the measured sample be known.

20 And, the volume of the sample in the measurement zone of a small volume sensor

(i.e., no more than one microliter) may be difficult to accurately reproduce if the

manufacturing tolerances of one or more dimensions of the measurement zone have

significant variances.

As described for coulometric measurements, the background signal

25 resulting from the shuttling of the redox mediator between the electrodes can be a

source of measurement error in amperometric or potentiometric assays of samples of

no more than 1 |iL in thin layer electrochemical cells. In general, it is desirable that

the mediator does not shuttle between a pair of electrodes more than ten times in the

period of the measurement, preferably not more than once, and more preferably not

30 more than 0.1 times, on average. To decrease error arising from background signal,

methods and sensor configurations similar to, and in some cases identical to, those
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used for coulometric measurements may be used. Examples include all of the

methods and structures described above, such as performing the electrochemical

assay at relatively low applied potential, electrooxidizing the analyte at negative

applied potentials or electroreducing the analyte at positive applied potentials, using

a counter electrode at which the redox mediator reacts relatively slowly (particularly

as compared to the reaction of the redox mediator at the working electrode), and/or

using a redox mediator that undergoes an irreversible reaction at the counter

electrode. Other examples are discussed below.

As described for coulometric measurements, it is preferred that the

sensor be designed and operated so that the background signal is at most five times

the size of the signal generated by electrolysis of the analyte. Preferably, the

background signal is at most 200%, 100%, 50%, 25%, 10%, or 5% of the signal

generated by electrolysis of an amount of analyte. The amount of analyte against

which the background signal is compared is described above in the section entitled

"Background Signal." In the case of amperometry, the signal generated by

electrolysis ofan amount of analyte is the current at the time or times at which the

measurement is taken. In the case ofpotentiometry, the signal generated by

electrolysis of an amount of analyte is the potential at the time or times at which the

measurement is taken.

Under a given set of operating conditions, for example, temperature,

cell geometry, and electrode size, the magnitude of the background current, Iback, is

given by the following expression:

iback
= KCMDM / d

where: K is a proportionality constant; CM is the concentration of the mediator in the

measurement zone; Dm is the effective diffusion coefficient of the mediator in the

measurement zone under normal operating conditions; and d is the distance between

the electrodes.

It is desirable to reduce background current for non-coulometric

assays. The sensor configurations and methods described above are generally useful

and include, for example, using low concentrations of the redox mediator and/or the

second electron transfer agent (e.g., enzyme) relative to the concentration of the
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analyte and/or using a large redox mediator having a relatively low effective

diffusion constant. Other useful methods described above include methods for

reducing the diffusion of the redox mediator by, for example, having a barrier (e.g., a

charged or polar barrier) to the flow of the diffusible mediator or using a redox

mediator having a relatively low effective diffusion constant.

In some instances, the effective diffusion coefficient is no more than

about 1 x 10"6 cmVsec, no more than about 1 x 10'7 cmVsec, or no more than about 1

x 10"8
cmVsec. Moreover, in some cases, the product ofCMDM (the concentration of

redox mediator times the effective diffusion coefficient) is no more than about 1 x

10"12
moles/cm-sec, no more than about 1 x 10' 13

moles/cm-sec, or no more than

about 1 x 10*M moles/cm-sec.

The following provides a specific example for the case of an

amperometric measurement of glucose carried out for 60 seconds during which time

10% of the glucose is electrolyzed in a 1 microliter cell with facing electrodes

separated by a distance of d = 0.01 cm. If the measurement was carried out under

the following conditions: a glucose concentration of, CG = 5 mM (or 5 x 10"6

moles/cm3

), an area ofA = 0. 1 cm2
, a number of electrons from the redox mediator

ofnM = 1 , and a number of electrons from glucose nG = 2, then the background

current generated by the redox mediator and by the glucose is determined as follows.

iback
= AFnM DM CM/d

= (0.1) (96,500) (1)DM CM/(0.01)

= 9.65xl05 CM DM

iG^AdtO.lJFCyt

= (2) (0.01) (0.1) (96,500) (5 x 10^/60 = 1.61 namps

Thus if iback/iG = 5, the value ofCMDM equal 8.34 x 10" 12
moles/cm2

sec. As another example, if iback/iG = 0.5, the value ofCMDM equal 8.34 x 10' 13

moles/cm2
sec. Additionally if iback/iG = 0.05, the value ofCMDM equal 8.34 x 10' 14

moles/cm2
sec.
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In some amperometric or potentiometric embodiments, the redox

mediator circulation is decreased by separating the working electrode from the

counter or counter/reference electrode such that the distance through which the

redox mediator would diffuse during the measurement period is no greater than, for

example, the distance between the electrodes. A redox mediator can diffuse a

distance equal to (Dmt)
1/2

, where Dm is the effective diffusion coefficient for the

medium between the electrodes and t is time. For a measurement time period of 30

seconds and a redox mediator with effective diffusion coefficient between 10"5
and

10"6 cm7second, the electrodes should be separated by at least lOOjim, preferably at

least 200|im, and even more preferably at least 400|im.

One method of separating the working and counter electrodes is to

use a thicker spacer between the electrodes. One alternative method is illustrated in

Figure 27. In this embodiment, the working electrode 740 is disposed on a first

substrate 742 and the counter electrode 744 is disposed on a second substrate 746

(alternatively, the electrodes may be disposed on the same substrate). The working

electrode 742 and the counter electrode 744 are offset so that the effective distance,

d, between the two electrodes is greater than the thickness, w, of the spacer layer

748. In one embodiment, the distance between the electrodes, d, is selected to be in

the range of25 to 1000 jxm, 50 to 500 Jim, or 100 to 250 ^im.

Additionally or alternatively, in the case of steady-state amperometry

and potentiometry, background signal may be controlled by limiting the rate of

electrolysis such that the rate is slow enough to prevent the analyte concentration

from decreasing by more than about 20%, 10%, or 5% or less, during a measurement

period, e.g., 30 second, 1 minute, 5 minutes, or 10 minutes. In some instances, to

control the rate of electrolysis the concentration or activity of the second electron

transfer agent may be reduced and/or the working electrode area may be reduced.

For example, the second electron transfer agent can be an enzyme and

the enzyme activity can be a limiting factor for the electrolysis rate. If, for example,

the analyte concentration is 5mM glucose (i.e., 5 x 10"9 moles of glucose in 1 jal) and

no more than 10% of the glucose (5 x 10" 10
moles) is to be electrooxidized during a

30-second measurement period, the current should not exceed 3.3 x 10"6
amperes for
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1 jiL. One unit of an enzyme is that amount of the enzyme which catalyzes

electrolysis of 1 nmole of its substrate in 60 seconds at pH of 7.4 at 37° C in HEPES

buffer. Accordingly, for glucose, a current ofup to 3.3 x 10'3
amperes in 1 cm3

(i.e.,

1 mL) can be generated. Therefore, the maximum amount of enzyme used in a

5 sensor that limits the amount of electrolysis by controlling the amount of enzyme

should be 1 unit/cm
3
or less.

The rate of electrolysis may also be limited by using a relatively

small working electrode area. When the working electrode area is sufficiently small

(e.g., no more than about 0.01 cm2
, no more than about 0.0025 cm2

, or no more than

10 about 0.001 cm2
), then radial diffusion of analyte to the electrode may result in a

steady-state current, at a constant applied potential, that is representative of the

analyte concentration. For circular electrodes, the appropriate surface area may be

achieved using an electrode with a radius of no more than 60jj.m, no more than 30|i

m, or no more than 20|im. Radial diffusion of the analyte includes transport of

15 analyte from all directions and not just from the direction normal to the electrode

surface and can, therefore, reduce or prevent depletion of analyte near the electrode

surface. A small electrode on a planar surface permits radial diffusion. In a sensor

having a larger surface area electrodes, the transport of analyte to the electrode may

be modeled as semi-infinite linear diffusion instead of radial diffusion. Thus, the

20 transport of the analyte to the electrode is dominated by diffusion from the direction

normal to the electrode surface. As a result, the reduced transport rate is typically

unable to overcome the depletion of analyte near the electrode surface, and at

constant applied potential the current decreases with time, t, according to t'
1/2

.

For a potentiometric assay of the type proposed by Yarnitzky and

25 Heller, J. Phys. Chem. , 102:10057-61 (1998), in which the potential varies linearly

with the analyte concentration, the concentration of the analyte and/or redox

mediator in a particular oxidation state should vary no more than about 20% during

the assay. If the concentration varies by more than 20%, then the diffusion of the

analyte or redox mediator should be controlled by, for example, controlling

30 temperature and/or volume of the sample chamber and/or measurement zone.
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While this description has described electrolysis of an analyte, one

skilled in the art would recognize that the same devices and techniques would also

be suitable for measurements of the average oxidation state of the mediator, such as,

for example, in Cottrell types of reactions.

Air-oxidizable Redox Mediators

In a sensor having a redox mediator, a potential source of

measurement error is the presence ofredox mediator in an unknown mixed oxidation

state (i.e., mediator not reproducibly in a known oxidation state). The charge passed

when the redox mediator is electrooxidized or electroreduced at the working

electrode is affected by its initial oxidation state. Referring to equations (1) and (2)

discussed above under the section entitled "Operation of the Sensor," the current not

attributable to the oxidation ofbiochemical B will flow because of electrooxidation

of that portion of the redox mediator, A, that is in its reduced form prior to the

addition of the sample. Thus, it may be important to know the oxidation state of the

analyte prior to introduction of the sample into the sensor. Furthermore, it is

desirable that all or nearly all of the redox mediator have the same state or extent of

oxidation prior to the introduction of the sample into the sensor.

Each redox mediator has a reduced form or state and an oxidized

form or state. It is preferred that the amount ofredox mediator in the reduced form

prior to the introduction of sample be significantly smaller than the expected amount

of analyte in a sample in order to avoid a significant background contribution to the

measured current. In this embodiment of the invention, the molar amount of redox

mediator in the reduced form prior to the introduction of the analyte is preferably no

more than, on a stoichiometric basis, about 10%, and more preferably no more than

about 5%, and most preferably no more than 1%, of the molar amount of analyte for

expected analyte concentrations. (The relative molar amounts of analyte and redox

mediator are compared based on the stoichiometry of the applicable redox reaction.

If; for example, two moles of redox mediator are needed to electrolyze one mole of

analyte, then the molar amount of redox mediator in the reduced form prior to

introduction of the analyte is preferably no more than 20% and more preferably no
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more than about 10% and most preferably no more than about 2% of the molar

amount of analyte for expected analyte concentrations.) Methods for controlling the

amount ofreduced mediator are discussed below.

In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the ratio of the

5 amounts of oxidized redox mediator to reduced redox mediator, prior to introduction

of the sample in the sensor, be relatively constant between similarly constructed

sensors. Any deviation from holding the ratio relatively constant may increase the

scatter ofthe results obtained for the same sample with multiple similarly made

sensors. For this aspect of the invention, the percentage of the redox mediator in the

10 reduced form prior to introduction of the sample in the sensor varies by no more

than about 20% and preferably no more than about 10% between similarly

constructed sensors.

One method of controlling the amount of reduced redox mediator

prior to the introduction of the sample in the sensor is to provide an oxidizer to

15 oxidize the reduced form of the mediator. One of the most convenient oxidizers is

02 .
Oxygen is usually readily available to perform this oxidizing function. Oxygen

can be supplied by exposing the sensor to air. In addition, most polymers and fluids

absorb 02 from the air unless special precautions are taken. Typically, at least 90%

of an air-oxidizable (i.e., 02 oxidizable) mediator in the solid state is in the oxidized

20 state upon storage or exposure to air for a useful period of time, e.g., one month or

less, and preferably, one week or less, and, more preferably, one day or less. The air

oxidation may take place in either the solid state or as a solution stored for a time

period sufficient to air oxidize the mediator before deposition on the sensor. In the

case of air oxidizable redox mediators in solution, it is desirable that the time

25 required to achieve at least 80%, preferably at least 90%, oxidation of the redox

mediator is at least 10 times the expected duration of the assay and is also less than

the pot life of the solution. Preferably, at least 80%, more preferably at least 90%, of

the redox mediator is air oxidized in less than 1 week, preferably, in less than 1 day,

more preferably, in less than 8 hours, and even more preferably, in less than 1 hour.

30 While it is desirable to bring the mediators of the sensors

manufactured in a single batch to the same state or extent of oxidation, it is not
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necessary that the mediator be completely oxidized to the higher-valent state.

Additionally, it is desirable that the air oxidation of the dissolved redox mediator

should not be so fast that air-oxidation during the assay can interfere with or

introduce error into the measurements.

5 Suitable mediators which are both air-oxidizable (i.e., 02
-oxidizable)

and have electron transfer capabilities have been described hereinabove. One

particular family of useful mediators are osmium complexes which are bound to

electron-rich nitrogen-containing heterocycles or a combination of electron-rich

nitrogen-containing heterocycles and halides. Electron-rich nitrogen-containing

10 heterocycles include, but are not limited to, imidazole derivatives and pyridine or

phenanthroline derivatives that contain electron-donating substituents such as alkyl,

alkoxy, amino, alkylamino, arnido and mercapto groups. Preferably, the osmium

complexes have no more than one halide coordinated to the metal, so that the

mediators are overall positively charged and thus are water soluble. An example is

15 osmium complexed with mono-, di-, and polyalkoxy-2,2'-bipyridine. Other

examples include mono-, di-, and polyalkoxy-l,10-phenanthroline, where the alkoxy

groups have a carbon to oxygen ratio sufficient to retain solubility in water, are air-

oxidizable. These osmium complexes typically have two substituted bipyridine or

substituted phenanthroline ligands, the two ligands not necessarily being identical.

20 These osmium complexes are further complexed with a monomelic or polymeric

ligand with one or more nitrogen-containing heterocycles, such as pyridine and

imidazole. Preferred polymeric ligands include poly(4-vinyl pyridine) and, more

preferably, poly(l-vinyl imidazole) or copolymers thereof. [Os[4,4'-dimethoxy-

2,2'-bipyridine]
2Cl]

+/+2
complexed with a poly(l-vinyl imidazole) or poly(4-vinyl

25 pyridine) has been shown to be particularly useful as the Os+2
cation is oxidizable by

02 to Os
+
\ Similar results are expected for complexes of [Os(4,7-dimethoxy-l,10-

phenanthroline)2Cl]
+/+2

,and other mono-, di-, and polyalkoxy bipyridines and

phenanthrolines, with the same polymers. Other halogen groups such as bromine

may be substituted for chlorine. Similar results are also expected for complexes

30 comprising the following structures, as specified above:
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A complication associated with air-oxidizable mediators arises if the

air oxidation of the redox mediator is so fast that a substantial portion of the analyte-

reduced redox mediator is oxidized by 02
during an analyte assay. This will result in

an inaccurate assay as the amount of analyte will be underestimated because the

mediator will be oxidized by air rather than by its electrooxidation at the electrode.

It is preferred that the reaction of the redox mediator with 02 proceeds more slowly

than the electrooxidation of the mediator, because if the air oxidation of the mediator

were fast, then dissolved air and the in-diffusion of air might affect the outcome of

the measurement.

Because typically the assay takes about 10 minutes or less, preferably

5 minutes or less, and most preferably about 1 minute or less, it is preferred that the

mediator, though air oxidizable in storage, will not be oxidized by dissolved oxygen

during the time of the assay. Thus, mediators that are not air oxidized in 1 minute,

and preferably not even in 10 minutes when dissolved in plasma or in serum, are

preferred. Typically, less than 5%, and preferably less than 1%, of the reduced

mediator should be oxidized by air during an assay.

The reaction rate of the air oxidation of the mediator can be

controlled through choice of an appropriate complexing polymer. For example, the

oxidation reaction is much faster for [Os(4,4
,

-dimethoxy-2,2'-bipyridine)
2Cl]

+/+2

coordinatively coupled to poly(l-vinyl imidazole) than for the same Os complex

coupled to poly(4-vinyl pyridine). The choice of an appropriate polymer will

depend on the expected analyte concentration and the potential applied between the

electrodes, both ofwhich determine the rate of the electrochemical reaction.

Thus, in one embodiment of the invention, the preferred redox

mediator has the following characteristics: 1) the mediator does not react with any

molecules in the sample or in the sensor other than the analyte (optionally, via a

second electron transfer agent); 2) nearly all of the redox mediator is oxidized by an

oxidizer such as Oz prior to introduction of the sample in the sensor; and 3) the
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oxidation of the redox mediator by the oxidizer is slow compared to the

electrooxidation of the mediator by the electrode.

Alternatively, if the redox mediator is to be oxidized in the presence

of the analyte and electroreduced at the electrode, a reducer rather than an oxidizer

5 would be required. The same considerations for the appropriate choice ofreducer

and mediator apply as described hereinabove for the oxidizer.

The use of stable air-oxidizable redox mediators in the

electrochemical sensors of the invention provides an additional advantage during

storage and packaging. Sensors of the invention which include air-oxidizable redox

1 0 mediators can be packaged in an atmosphere containing molecular oxygen and

stored for long periods of time, e.g., greater than one month, while maintaining at

least 80% and preferably at least 90% of the redox species in the oxidized state.

Use of the Air-Oxidizable Mediators in Optical Sensors

1 5 The air-oxidizable redox species of the present invention can be used

in other types of sensors. The osmium complexes described hereinabove are suitable

for use in optical sensors, due to the difference in the absorption spectra,

luminescence and/or fluorescence characteristics of the complexed Os
+2
and Os

+3

species. Absorption, transmission, reflection, luminescence and/or fluorescence

20 measurements of the redox species will correlate with the amount of analyte in the

sample (after reaction between an analyte and the redox species, either directly, or

via a second electron transfer agent such as an enzyme). In this configuration, the

molar amount of redox mediator should be greater, on a stoichiometric basis, than

the molar amount of analyte reasonably expected to fill the measurement zone of the

25 sensor.

Standard optical sensors, including light-guiding optical fiber sensors,

and measurement techniques can be adapted for use with the air-oxidizable

mediators. For example, the optical sensors of the invention may include a light-

transmitting or light reflecting support on which the air-oxidizable redox species,

30 and preferably an analyte-responsive enzyme, is coated to form a film. The support

film forms one boundary for the measurement zone in which the sample is placed.
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The other boundaries of the measurement zone are determined by the configuration

of the cell. Upon filling the measurement zone with an analyte-containing sample,

reduction of the air-oxidizable mediator by the analyte, preferably via reaction with

the analyte-responsive enzyme, causes a shift in the mediator's oxidation state that is

5 detected by a change in the light transmission, absorption, or reflection spectra or in

the luminescence and/or fluorescence of the mediator at one or more wavelengths of

light.

Multiple Electrode Sensors and Calibration

1 0 Multiple electrode sensors may be used for a variety of reasons. For

example, multiple electrode sensors may be used to test a variety of analytes using a

single sample. One embodiment of a multiple electrode sensor, shown in Figure 5,

has one or more sample chambers which in turn may contain one or more working

electrodes 22 with each working electrode 22 defining a different measurement zone.

15 If the redox mediator is non-leachable, one or more of the working electrodes have

the appropriate chemical reagents, for example, an appropriate enzyme, to test a first

analyte and one or more of the remaining working electrodes have appropriate

chemical reagents to test a second analyte. The chemical reagents (e.g., redox

mediator and/or second electron transfer agent) can be deposited as a sensing layer

20 on the working electrode or, if diffusible reagents are used, they can be deposited on

any surface of the sample chamber or placed in the sample. For example, a multiple

electrode sensor might include 1) one or more working electrodes having glucose

oxidase in the sensing layer to determine glucose concentration and 2) one or more

working electrodes having lactate oxidase in the sensing layer to determine lactate

25 concentration.

Multiple electrode sensors may also be used to improve the precision

of the resulting readings. The measurements from each of the working electrodes

(all or which are detecting the same analyte) can be averaged together to obtain a

more precise reading. In some cases, measurements may be rejected if the

30 difference between the value and the average exceeds a threshold limit. This

threshold limit may be, for example, determined based on a statistical parameter,
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such as the standard deviation of the averaged measurements. The average may then

be recalculated while omitting the rejected values. Furthermore, subsequent

readings from an electrode that produced a rejected value may be ignored in later

tests if it is assumed that the particular electrode is faulty. Alternatively, a particular

5 electrode may be rej ected only after having a predetermined number of readings

rejected based on the readings from the other electrodes.

In addition to using multiple electrode sensors to increase precision,

multiple measurements may be made at each electrode and averaged together to

increase precision. This technique may also be used with a single electrode sensor to

1 0 increase precision.

Errors in assays may occur when mass produced sensors are used

because of variations in the volume of the measurement zone of the sensors. Two of

the three dimensions of the measurement zone, the length and the width, are usually

relatively large, between about 1-5 mm. Electrodes of such dimensions can be

1 5 readily produced with a variance of2% or less. The submicroliter measurement

zone volume requires, however, that the third dimension be smaller than the length

or width by one or two order of magnitude. As mentioned hereinabove, the

thickness of the sample chamber is typically between about 50 and about 200 nm.

Manufacturing variances in the thickness may be on the order of 20 to 50 (xm.

20 Therefore, it may be desirable that a method be provided to accommodate for this

uncertainty in the volume of sample within the measurement zone.

In one embodiment of the invention, depicted in Figure 5, multiple

working electrodes 42, 44, 46 are provided on a base material 48. These electrodes

are covered by another base, not shown, which has counter electrodes, not shown,

25 disposed upon it to provide multiple facing electrode pairs. The variance in the

separation distance between the working electrode and the counter electrode among

the electrode pairs on a given sensor is significantly reduced, because the working

electrodes and counter electrodes are each provided on a single base with the same

spacer 28 between each electrode pair (see Figure 3).

30 One example of a multiple electrode sensor that can be used to

accurately determine the volume of the measurement zones of the electrode pairs and
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that is also useful in reducing noise is presented herein. In this example, one of the

working electrodes 42 is prepared with a non-leachable redox mediator and a non-

leachable second electron transfer agent (e.g., an enzyme). Sorbent material may be

disposed between that working electrode 42 and its corresponding counter electrode.

5 Another working electrode 44 includes non-leachable redox mediator, but no second

electron transfer agent on the electrode. Again, this second electrode pair may have

sorbent material between the working electrode 44 and the corresponding counter

electrode. An optional third working electrode 46 has no redox mediator and no

second electron transfer agent bound to the electrode, nor is there sorbent material

1 0 between the working electrode 46 and its corresponding counter electrode. A similar

configuration can be constructed using diffusible redox mediator and/or diffusible

second electron transfer agent although diffusible components are not limited to

being disposed on the working electrode. In some instances, the distance between

electrode pairs is sufficient that redox mediator and/or enzyme do not substantially

1 5 diffuse between electrode pairs within the measurement period and/or in the time

period from introduction of the same sample into the sample chamber to the end of

the measurement.

The sensor error caused by redox mediator in a non-uniform

oxidation state prior to the introduction of the sample can be measured by

20 concurrently electrolyzing the sample in the measurement zones that are proximate

electrodes 42 and 44. At electrode 42, the analyte is electrolyzed to provide the

sample signal. At electrode 44, the analyte is not electrolyzed because of the

absence of the second electron transfer agent (assuming that a second electron

transfer agent is necessary). However, a charge will pass (and a current will flow)

25 due to the electrolysis of the redox mediator that was in a mixed oxidation state (i.e.,

some redox centers in the reduced state and some in the oxidized state) prior to the

introduction of the sample and/or the shuttling of a diffusible redox mediator

between the working electrode and the counter electrode. The small charge passed

between the electrodes in this second electrode pair can be subtracted from the

30 charge passed between the first electrode pair to substantially remove the error due

to the oxidation state of the redox mediator and/or to remove the background current
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caused by a diffusible redox mediator. This procedure also reduces the error

associated with other electrolyzed interferents, such as ascorbate, urate, and

acetaminophen, as well as errors associated with capacitive charging and faradaic

currents.

5 The thickness of the sample chamber can be determined by

measuring the capacitance, preferably in the absence of any fluid, between electrode

46 (or any of the other electrodes 42, 44 in the absence of sorbent material) and its

corresponding counter electrode. The capacitance of an electrode pair depends on

the surface area of the electrodes, the interelectrode spacing, and the dielectric

10 constant of the material between the plates. The dielectric constant of air is unity

which typically means that the capacitance of this electrode configuration is a few

picofarads (or about 100-1000 picofarads if there is fluid between the electrode and

counter electrode given that the dielectric constant for most biological fluids is

approximately 75). Thus, since the surface area of the electrodes are known,

15 measurement of the capacitance of the electrode pair allows for the determination of

the thickness of the measurement zone to within about 1-5%.

The amount of void volume in the sorbent material, can be

determined by measuring the capacitance between electrode 44 (which has no

second electron transfer agent) and its associated counter electrode, both before and

20 after fluid is added. Upon adding fluid, the capacitance increases markedly since the

fluid has a much larger dielectric constant. Measuring the capacitance both with and

without fluid allows the determination of the spacing between the electrodes and the

void volume in the sorbent, and thus the volume of the fluid in the reaction zone.

Other electrode configurations can also use these techniques (i.e.,

25 capacitance measurements and coulometric measurements in the absence of a critical

component) to reduce background noise and error due to interferents and imprecise

knowledge of the volume of the interrogated sample. Protocols involving one or

more electrode pairs and one or more of the measurements described above can be

developed and are within the scope of the invention. For example, only one

30 electrode pair is needed for the capacitance measurements, however, additional

electrode pairs may be used for convenience.
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Fill Indicator

When using a sample chamber that is filled with 1 jaL or less of fluid,

it is often desirable to be able to determine when the sample chamber is filled.

5 Figures 1 8A- 1 8C illustrate one sensor having a fill indicator structure. Figure 1 8

A

illustrates a first substrate 500 upon which a working electrode 502 is printed. A

spacer 504 (Figure 18B), such as, for example, a layer of adhesive or a double-sided

tape, is formed over the first substrate 500 and working electrode 502 with a channel

506 formed in the layer to provide a sample chamber. A second substrate 508 is

1 0 printed with two counter electrodes 5 1 0, 5 1 2, as shown in Figure 1 8C (inverted with

respect to Figures 18A and 18B to show the electrode side up). In some instances,

the counter electrode 510 nearest an entrance 514 of the channel 506 has a surface

area within the sample chamber that is at least two times larger than the other

counter electrode 512, and preferably at least five or ten times larger.

15 The sensor can be indicated as filled by observing a signal between

the second counter electrode 512 and the working electrode 502 as the sensor fills

with fluid. When fluid reaches the second counter electrode 512, the signal from

that counter electrode should change. Suitable signals for observing include, for

example, voltage, current, resistance, impedance, or capacitance between the second

20 counter electrode 512 and the working electrode 502. Alternatively, the sensor may

be observed after filling to determine if a value of the signal (e.g., voltage, current,

resistance, impedance, or capacitance) has been reached indicating that the sample

chamber is filled.

In alternative embodiments, the counter electrode arid/or working

25 electrode may be divided into two or more parts and the signals from the respective

parts observed to determine whether the sensor has been filled. In one example, the

working electrode is in a facing relationship with the counter electrode and the

indicator electrode. In another example, the counter electrode, working electrode,

and indicator electrode are not in a facing relationship, but may be, for example,

30 side-by-side. In other cases, a second electrode pair may be used with signals from

the second electrode pair being monitored for changes and/or for approaching a
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particular value to determine that the sensor has filled. Typically, the indicator

electrode is further downstream from a sample inlet port than the working electrode

and counter electrode.

For side-fill sensors, such as those illustrated in Figures 19A-19C and

5 20A-20C, two indicator electrodes may be disposed on either side of the primary

counter electrode. This permits the user to fill the sample chamber from either the

left or right side with an indicator electrode disposed further upstream. This three-

electrode configuration is not necessary. Side-fill sensors can also have a single

indicator electrode and, preferably, some indication as to which side should be

1 0 placed in contact with the sample fluid.

In one embodiment, the use of three counter/reference electrodes

and/or indicator electrodes, detects when the sample chamber begins to fill and when

the sample chamber has been filled to prevent partial filling of the sample chamber.

In this embodiment, the two indicator electrodes are held at a different potential than

15 the largest counter/reference electrode. The start and completion of filling of the

sample chamber is indicated by the flow of current between the indicator and

counter/reference electrodes.

In other instances, the potential of each of the counter/reference

electrodes may be the same. When the potential at all three counter/reference

20 electrodes is the same for example, 0 volts, then as the measurement zone begins to

fill, the fluid allows for electrical contact between a working electrode and the first

counter/reference electrode, causing a current at the first counter/reference electrode

due to the reaction of the analyte with the enzyme and the mediator. When the fluid

reaches the third counter/reference electrode, another current may be measured

25 similar to the first counter/reference electrode indicating that the measurement zone

is full. When the measurement zone is full, the three counter/reference electrodes

may be shorted together or their signals may be added or otherwise combined.

The indicator electrode may also be used to improve the precision of

the analyte measurements according to the methods described above for multiple

30 electrode sensors. The indicator electrode may operate as a working electrode or as

a counter electrode or counter/reference electrode. In the embodiment of Figures
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18A-18C, the indicator electrode 512 can act as a second counter or

counter/reference electrode with respect to the working electrode 502.

Measurements from the indicator electrode/working electrode pair can be combined

(for example, added to and/or averaged) with those from the first counter or

5 counter/reference electrode/working electrode pair to obtain more accurate

measurements. In one embodiment, the indicator electrode may operate as a second

working electrode with the counter electrode or counter/reference electrode. In

another embodiment, the indicator electrode may operate as a second working

electrode with a second counter electrode or counter/reference electrode. In still

1 0 another embodiment, the indicator electrode may operate as a second counter

electrode or counter/reference electrode with a second working electrode.

The sensor or a sensor reader may include a sign (e.g., a visual sign or

auditory signal) that is activated in response to the indicator electrode to alert the

user that the measurement zone has been filled. In some instances, the sensor or a

1 5 sensor reader may be configured to initiate a reading when the indicator electrode

indicates that the measurement zone has been filled with or without alerting the user.

The reading can be initiated, for example, by applying a potential between the

working electrode and the counter electrode and beginning to monitor the signals

generated at the working electrode.

20

Heating of Sample

The sample may be heated to increase the rate of diffusion, oxidation,

or reduction of the analyte. This heating may be accomplished by a variety of

techniques including placing the sensor in a heated environment or applying a

25 heating unit to the sensor.

Another technique includes providing a thermal heating element,

such as, for example, a wire or an ink that is capable of converting electrical energy

into heat energy, on the sensor. This wire or ink can be applied, for example, on the

opposite side of a base material, such as a polymer film, from one or more of the

30 working, counter, reference, or counter/reference electrodes, or applied around the

periphery of the working, counter, reference, or counter/reference electrodes. In
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some instances, the sample may be heated up to 5 to 20°C above an initial

temperature. In other instances, the temperature of the sample may not be known

but a constant amount ofpower or current may be applied to the wire or ink.

5 EXAMPLES

The invention will be further characterized by the following

examples. These examples are not meant to limit the scope of the invention which

has been fully set forth in the foregoing description. Variations within the concepts

ofthe invention are apparent to those skilled in the art.

10

Example 1

Preparation of a Small Volume in vitro Sensor

for the Determination of Glucose Concentration

15 A sensor was constructed corresponding to the embodiment of the

invention depicted in Figure 1. The working electrode was constructed on a Mylar™

film (DuPont), the Mylar™ film having a thickness of 0.1 75 mm and a diameter of

about 2.5 cm. An approximately 12 micron thick carbon pad having a diameter of

about 1 cm was screen printed on the Mylar™ film. The carbon electrode was

20 overlaid with a water-insoluble dielectric insulator (Insulayer) having a thickness of

12 ^m, and a 4 mm diameter opening in the center.

The center of the carbon electrode, which was not covered by the

dielectric, was coated with a non-leachable redox mediator. The redox mediator was

formed by complexing poly(l-vinyl imidazole) with Os^'-dimethoxy^^'-

25 bipyridine)
2
Cl

2
followed by cross-linking glucose oxidase with the osmium polymer

using polyethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (PEGDGE) as described in Taylor et al.,

J. Electroanal. Chem., 396:511 (1995). The ratio of osmium to imidazole

functionalities in the redox mediator was approximately 1:15. The mediator was

deposited on the working electrode in a layer having a thickness of 0.6 |im and a

30 diameter of 4 mm. The coverage ofthe mediator on the electrode was about 60 jj.

g/cm2
(dry weight). A spacer material was placed on the electrode surrounding the
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mediator-covered surface of the electrode. The spacer was made of

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and had a thickness of about 0.040 mm.

A sorbent material was placed in contact with the mediator-covered

surface of the working electrode. The sorbent was made of nylon (Tetko Nitex

5 nylon 3-10/2). The sorbent had a diameter of 5 mm, a thickness of 0.045 mm, and a

void volume of about 20%. The volume of sample in the measurement zone was

calculated from the dimensions and characteristics of the sorbent and the electrode.

The measurement zone had a diameter of 4 mm (the diameter of the mediator

covered surface of the electrode) and a thickness of 0.045 mm (thickness of the

10 nylon sorbent) to give a volume of 0.57 \iL. Of this space, about 80% was filled

with nylon and the other 20% was void space within the nylon sorbent. This

resulting volume of sample within the measurement zone was about 0. 1 1 \xL.

A counter/reference electrode was placed in contact with the spacer

and the side of the sorbent opposite to the working electrode so that the two

15 electrodes were facing each other. The counter/reference electrode was constructed

on a Mylar™ film having a thickness of 0.175 mm and a diameter of about 2.5 cm

onto which a 12 micron thick layer of silver/silver chloride having a diameter of
.

about 1 cm was screen printed.

The electrodes, sorbent, and spacer were pressed together using plates

20 on either side of the electrode assembly. The plates were formed of polycarbonate

plastic and were securely clamped to keep the sensor together. The electrodes were

stored in air for 48 hours prior to use.

Tabs extended from both the working electrode and the

counter/reference electrode and provided for an electrical contact with the analyzing

25 equipment. A potentiostat was used to apply a potential difference of+200mV

between the working and counter/reference electrodes, with the working electrode

being the anode. There was no current flow between the electrodes in the absence of

sample, which was expected, as no conductive path between the electrodes was

present.

30 The sample was introduced via a small tab of nylon sorbent material

formed as an extension from the nylon sorbent in the sample chamber. Liquid was
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wicked into the sorbent when contact was made between the sample and the sorbent

tab. As the sample chamber filled and the sample made contact with the electrodes,

current flowed between the electrodes. When glucose molecules in the sample came

in contact with the glucose oxidase on the working electrode, the glucose molecules

5 were electrooxidized to gluconolactone. The osmium redox centers in the redox

mediator then reoxidized the glucose oxidase. The osmium centers were in turn

reoxidized by reaction with the working electrode. This provided a current which

was measured and simultaneously integrated by a coulometer (EG&G Princeton

Applied Research Model #173).

10 The electrochemical reaction continued until the current reached a

steady state value which indicated that greater than 95% of the glucose had been

electroreduced. The current curve obtained by measurement of the current at

specific intervals was integrated to determine the amount of charge passed during

the electrochemical reaction. These charges were then plotted versus the known

15 glucose concentration to produce a calibration curve.

The sensor was tested using 0.5 \xL aliquots of solutions containing

known concentrations of glucose in a buffer of artificial cerebrospinal fluid or in a

control serum (Baxter-Dade, Monitrol Level 1, Miami, FL) in the range of 3 to 20

mM glucose. The artificial cerebrospinal fluid was prepared as a mixture of the

20 following salts: 126 mM NaCl, 27.5 mM NaHC03 , 2.4 mM KC1, 0.5 mM KH2
P04,

1 . 1 mM CaCl2-2H20, and 0.5 mM Na^O*.

The results of the analyses are shown in Table 1 and in Figure 7. In

Table 1, Q^g is the average charge used to electrolyze the glucose in 3-6 identical

test samples (Figure 7 graphs the charge for each of the test samples) and the 90%

25 rise time corresponds to the amount of time required for 90% of the glucose to be

electrolyzed. The data show a sensor precision of 1 0- 20%, indicating adequate

sensitivity of the sensor for low glucose concentrations, as well as in the

physiologically relevant range (30 jig/dL - 600 jig/dL).
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TABLE 1

Sensor Results Using Glucose Oxidase

Number of

Samples

Tested

Q.vE (TC)
90% rise time

(sec) .;

buffer only 4 9.9 ± 1.8 13 ± 6

3 mM glucose/buffer 5 17.8 ± 3.5 19± 5

6 mM glucose/buffer 4 49.4 ± 4.9 25 ± 3

10 mM glucose/buffer 6 96.1 ± 12.4 36 ±17

15 mM glucose/buffer 5 205.2 ± 75.7 56 ±23

20 mM glucose/buffer 4 255.7 ±41.0 62 ±17

4.2 mM glucose/serum 3 44.2 ± 4.3 44 ± 3

15.8 mM glucose/serum 3 218.2 ±57.5 72 ±21

5 The average measured values of glucose concentration were fit by

one or more equations to provide a calibration curve. Figure 8 shows the calibration

curves for the glucose/buffer data of Table 1 . One of the 15.0 mM glucose

measurements was omitted from these calculations because it was more than two

standard deviations away from the average of the measurements. The higher glucose

10 concentrations (10-20 mM) were fit by a linear equation. The lower glucose

concentrations were fit by a second order polynomial.

Figure 9 shows the data of Table 1 plotted on an error grid developed

by Clarke et al, Diabetes Care, 5, 622-27, 1987, for the determination of the

outcome of errors based on inaccurate glucose concentration determination. The

15 graph plots "true" glucose concentration vs. measured glucose concentration, where

the measured glucose concentration is determined by calculating a glucose

concentration using the calibration curves of figure 8 for each data point of figure 7.

Points in zone A are accurate, those in zone B are clinically acceptable, and those in

zones C, D, and E lead to increasingly inappropriate and finally dangerous

20 treatments.
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There were 34 data points. Of those data points 91% fell in zone A,

6% in zone B, and 3 % in zone C. Only one reading was determined to be in zone

C. This reading was off-scale and is not shown in figure 9. Thus, 97% of the

readings fell in the clinically acceptable zones A and B.

5 The total number ofOs atoms was determined by reducing all of the

Os and then electrooxidizing it with a glucose-free buffer in the sample chamber.

This resulted in a charge of 59.6 ±5.4 jiC. Comparison of this result with the

glucose-free buffer result in Table 1 indicated that less than 20% of the Os is in the

reduced form prior to introduction of the sample. The variability in the quantity of

1 0 osmium in the reduced state is less than 5% of the total quantity ofosmium present.

Example 2

Response of the Glucose Sensor to Interferents

15 A sensor constructed in the same manner as described above for

Example 1 was used to determine the sensor's response to interferents. The primary

electrochemical interferents for blood glucose measurements are ascorbate,

acetaminophen, and urate. The normal physiological or therapeutic (in the case of

acetaminophen) concentration ranges of these common interferents are:

20 ascorbate: 0.034 - 0.1 14 mM

acetaminophen: 0.066 - 0.200 mM

urate (adult male): 0.27 - 0.47 mM

Tietz, in: Textbook of Clinical Chemistry, C.A. Burtis and E.R. Ashwood, eds., W.B.

Saunders Co., Philadelphia 1994, pp. 2210-12.

25 Buffered glucose-free interferent solutions were tested with

concentrations of the interferents at the high end of the physiological or therapeutic

ranges listed above. The injected sample volume in each case was 0.5 |iL. A

potential of+100 mV or +200 mV was applied between the electrodes. The average

charge (Qavg) was calculated by subtracting an average background current obtained

30 from a buffer-only (i.e., interferent-free) solution from an average signal recorded

with interferents present. The resulting average charge was compared with the
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signals from Table 1 for 4 mM and 10 mM glucose concentrations to determine the

percent error that would result from the interferent.

TABLE 2

5 Interferent Response of Glucose Sensors

Solution E(mV); •::';rf'V" Q.vi(TC) Error@ 4

rriM glucose

Error @ 10

mM glucose

0.114 mM ascorbate 100 . 4 0.4 2% <1%

0. 1 14 mM ascorbate 200 4 -0.5 2% <1%

V "-V. ••••.3<

•.Apt." . . _
•

:p.
<
: ' ': '

.;

0.2 mM acetaminophen 100 4 0.1 <1% <1%

0.2 mM acetaminophen 200 4 1.0 5% 1%

0.47 mM urate 100 4 6.0 30% 7%

0.47 mM urate 200 4 18.0 90% 21%

These results indicated that ascorbate and acetaminophen were not

significant interferents for the glucose sensor configuration, especially for low

10 potential measurements. However, urate provided significant interference. This

interference can be minimized by calibrating the sensor response to a urate

concentration of037 mM, e.g., by subtracting an appropriate amount of charge as

determined by extrapolation from these results from all glucose measurements of the

sensor. The resulting error due to a 0. 10 mM variation in urate concentration (the

1 5 range ofurate concentration is 0.27 - 0.47 in an adult male) would be about 6% at 4

mM glucose and lOOmV.
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Example 3

Sensor with Glucose Dehydrogenase

A sensor similar to that described for Example 1 was prepared and

used for this example, except that glucose oxidase was replaced by pyrroloquinoline

5 quinone glucose dehydrogenase and a potential of only +100 mV was applied as

opposed to the +200 mV potential in Example 1. The results are presented in Table

3 below and graphed in Fig. 10.

TABLE 3

Sensor Results Using Glucose Dehydrogenase

10

iQ,vS
(TC) 90% rise time (s)

buffer 4 21.7 ± 5.2 14±3

3 mM glucose/buffer 4 96.9 ±15.0 24±6

6mM glucose/buffer 4 190.6 ± 18.4 26 ±6

10 mM glucose/buffer 4 327.8 ± 69.3 42±9

The results indicated that the charge obtained from the glucose

dehydrogenase sensor was much larger than for the comparable glucose oxidase

sensor, especially for low concentrations of glucose. For 4 mM glucose

15 concentrations the measurements obtained by the two sensors differed by a factor of

five. In addition, the glucose dehydrogenase sensor operated at a lower potential,

thereby reducing the effects of interferent reactions.

In addition, the results from Table 3 were all fit by a linear calibration

curve as opposed to the results in Example 1, as shown in Fig. 10. A single linear

20 calibration curve is greatly preferred to simplify sensor construction and operation.

Also, assuming that the interferent results from Table 2 are applicable

for this sensor, all of the interferents would introduce an error of less than 7% for a 3

mM glucose solution at a potential of 100 mV.
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Example 4

Determination of Lactate Concentration in a Fluid Stream

The sensor of this Example was constructed using a flow cell

5 (BioAnalytical Systems, Inc. # MF- 1025) with a glassy carbon electrode. A redox

mediator was coated on the electrode of the flow cell to provide a working electrode.

In this case, the redox mediator was a polymer formed by complexing poly(l -vinyl

imidazole) with Os(4,4
5

-dimethyl-2,2
,

-bipyridine)2Cl2
with a ratio of 1 osmium for

every 15 imidazole functionalities. Lactate oxidase was cross-linked with the

10 polymer via polyethylene glycol diglycidyl ether. The mediator was coated onto the

electrode with a coverage of 500 jig/cm
2 and a thickness of 5 Tm. The mediator was

covered by a polycarbonate track-etched membrane (Osmonics-Poretics #10550) to

improve adherence in the flow stream. The membrane was then overlaid by a single

50 Tm thick spacer gasket (BioAnalytical Systems, Inc. #MF-1062) containing a

1 5 void which defined the sample chamber and corresponding measurement zone.

Assembly of the sensor was completed by attachment of a cell block (BioAnalytical

Systems, Inc. #MF-1005) containing the reference and auxiliary electrodes of the

flow cell.

The sample chamber in this case corresponded to a 50 Tm thick

20 cylinder (the thickness of the spacer gasket) in contact with a mediator-coated

electrode having a surface area of 0.03 1 cm2
. The calculated volume of sample in

the measurement zone of this sensor was approximately 0. 1 6 TL.

The flow rate of the fluid stream was 5 TL/min. A standard three

electrode potentiostat was attached to the cell leads and a potential of +200 mV was

25 applied between the redox mediator-coated glassy carbon electrode and the reference

electrode. This potential was sufficient to drive the enzyme-mediated oxidation of

lactate.

As the fluid stream flowed through the sensor, a steady-state current

proportional to the lactate concentration was measured. At periodic intervals the

30 fluid flow was stopped and current was allowed to flow between the electrodes until

approximately all of the lactate in the measurement zone was electrooxidized, as
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indicated by the achievement of a stabilized, steady-state current. The total charge,

Q, required for lactate electrooxidation was found by integration of the differential

current registered from the flow stoppage until the current reached a steady-state.

The concentration was then calculated by the following equation:

5 [lactate] = Q/2FV (4)

where V is the volume of sample within the measurement zone and F is Faraday's

constant.

This assay was performed using lactate solutions having nominal

lactate concentrations of 1 .0, 5.0, and 10.0 mM, The measured concentrations for

10 the assay were 1.9, 5.4, and 8.9 mM respectively.

Example 5

Determination of the Oxidation State of Os(4,4'-dimethoxy-2,2'-

bipyridine)
2
Cr/+2 Complexed with po!y(l-vinyI imidazole)

15

A sensor having a three electrode design was commercially obtained

from Ecossensors Ltd., Long Hanborough, England, under the model name "large

area disposable electrode". The sensor contained parallel and coplanar working,

reference and counter electrodes. The working surface area (0.2 cm2
) and counter

20 electrodes were formed of printed carbon and the reference electrode was formed of

printed Ag/AgCl. A redox mediator was coated on the carbon working electrode.

The redox mediator was formed by complexation ofpoly(l -vinyl imidazole) with

Os(4,4
,

-dimethoxy-2,2'-bipyridine)
2Cl2

in a ratio of 15 imidazole groups per Os

cation followed by cross linking the osmium polymer with glucose oxidase using

25 polyethylene glycol diglycidyl ether.

The electrode was cured at room temperature for 24 hours. The

coplanar electrode array was then immersed in a buffered electrolyte solution, and a

potential of+200 mV (sufficient for conversion of Os(II) to Os(III),) was applied

between the working electrode and the reference electrode.

30 Upon application of the potential, an undetectable charge of less than

1 \xC was passed. Subsequent reduction and reoxidation of the redox mediator
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yielded a charge for conversion of all Os from Os(II) to Os(III) of 65 TC. Therefore,

more than 98% of the Os cations in the redox mediator were in the desired oxidized

Os(III) state.

5

Example 6

Determination of the Oxidation State of the Os(4,4'-dimethoxy-2,2'-

bipyridine)
2Cr"

+J Complexed with po!y(4-viny! pyridine)

1 0 A similar experiment to that ofExample 5 was conducted with the

same working/counter/reference electrode configuration except that the redox

mediator on the working electrode was changed to a complex of Os(4,4
,

-dimethoxy-

2,2'-bipyridine)
2Cl2 with poly(4-vinyl pyridine), with 12 pyridine groups per Os

cation, cross linked with glucose oxidase via polyethylene glycol diglycidyl ether.

15 Two sensors were constructed. The electrodes of the two sensors

were cured at room temperature for 24 hours. The electrodes were then immersed in

a buffered electrolyte solution and a potential of+200 mV was applied between the

working and reference electrodes.

Upon application of the potential to the electrodes, a charge of 2.5 TC

20 and 3.8 TC was passed in the two sensors, respectively. Subsequent reduction and

reoxidation of the redox mediators yielded oxidation charges of 27.9 TC and 28.0 T

C, respectively. Therefore, the sensors originally contained 91% and 86% of the Os

cations in the desirable oxidized Os(III) state.

25 Example 7

Optical Sensor

An optical sensor is constructed by applying a film of redox polymer

with crosslinked enzyme onto a light-transparent support such as a glass slide. The

30 quantity of redox mediator is equal to or greater than (in a stoichiometric sense) the

maximum quantity of analyte expected to fill the measurement zone. The spacer

material, sorbent and facing support are securely clamped. The sample chamber is
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adapted to transmit light through the assembled sensor to an optical density detector

or to a luminescence and/or fluorescence detector. As sample fills the sample

chamber and the redox mediator is oxidized, changes in the absorption, transmission,

reflection or luminescence and/or fluorescence of the redox mediator in the chamber

5 are correlated to the amount of glucose in the sample.

Example 8

Blood Volumes from Upper Arm Lancet Sticks

10 The forearm of a single individual was pierced with a lancet multiple

times in order to determine the reproducibility of blood volumes obtained by this

method. Despite more than thirty lancet sticks in the anterior portion of each

forearm and the dorsal region of the left forearm, the individual identified each stick

as virtually painless.

15 The forearm was pierced with a Payless Color Lancet. The blood

from each stick was collected using a 1 \xL capillary tube, and the volume was

determined by measuring the length of the blood column. The volumes obtained

from each stick are shown below in Table 4,
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Table 4

Volume of Lancet Sticks

Left Anterior.

Forearm fnL)

Right;Anterior
:

Left Dorsal

1 180 190 180

2 250 180 300

3 170 120 310

4 150 100 300

•j 210 60

6 50 140 380

7 90 120 220
!

8 130 140 200

9 120 100 380

10 100 320

11 260

12 250

13 280

14 260
Avg. 138±58nL 140±40nL 264 ± 83 nL

Example 9

A Sensor with Diffusible Redox Mediator

A sensor was formed by printing graphite ink (Graphite #G4491,

Ercon, Wareham, MA ) on a polyester substrate. A mixture of 5.5 fig/cm
2

[Os(dimethyoxybipyridine)2(vinylimidazole)Cl]Cl, 23.7 jig/cm
2 PQQ-glucose

10 dehydrogenase, and 18.2 ng/cm
2 Zonyl FSO® surfactant (E. L duPont de Nemours &

Co., Inc., Wilmington, DE) were deposited on a portion of the working electrode. A

150 \xm thick pressure sensitive adhesive tape was then applied to the working

electrode leaving only a portion of the working electrode exposed to form a sample

chamber. A second polyester film with a counter electrode disposed on the film was

15 provided over the pressure sensitive adhesive tape. The counter electrode was

formed by disposing Ag/AgCl ink (Silver/Silver Chloride #R414, Ercon, Wareham,

MA) over the second polyester film. The Ag/AgCl counter electrode was coated

with approximately 100 ^ig/cm
2
of methylated poly(vinylimidazole) crosslinked

using PEGDGE.
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Example 10

Measuring Glucose using Sensor with Diffusible Redox Mediator

at a Potential ofO V.
5"

Sensors were formed as described in Example 9 and used to measure

glucose/buffer solutions at 0, 90, 180, 270, and 360 mg/dL glucose concentration.

The charge measured over time for each of these solutions is graphed in Figure 15.

In the absence of glucose, the sensor indicates about 3 mg/dL glucose concentration.

1 0 Figure 16 illustrates the measured charge versus glucose concentration for three

sensors at each glucose concentration. The measured charge varies linearly with

glucose concentration similar to what is observed for sensors using non-leachable

redox mediator.

15 Example 11

Other Sensors Formed Using Diffusible Redox Mediator

Sensors A and B were formed by printing graphite ink (Graphite

#G4491, Ercon, Wareham, MA) on a polyester substrate. For Sensor A, a mixture of

20 8.0 ng/cm
2
[Os(dimethyoxybipyridine)

2(vinyl imidazole)Cl]Cl, 34.7 ng/crn
2 PQQ-

glucose dehydrogenase, and 26.6 ng/cm
2
Zonyl FSO® surfactant (EI. duPont de

Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington, DE) were deposited on a portion of the working

electrode, For Sensor B, a mixture of24 ng/cm
2
[Os(dimethyoxybipyridine)

2
(vinyl

imidazole)Cl]Cl, 104 [ig/cm
2 PQQ-glucose dehydrogenase, and 80 jig/cm

2
Zonyl

25 FSO® surfactant (E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington, DE) were

deposited on a portion of the working electrode. A 200 |Lim pressure sensitive

adhesive tape was then formed over the working electrode of each sensor leaving

only a portion of the working electrode exposed to form a sample chamber. A

second polyester film with a counter electrode disposed on the film was provided

30 over the pressure sensitive adhesive tape. The counter electrode of each sensor was

formed by disposing Ag/AgCl ink (Silver/Silver Chloride #R414, Ercon, Wareham,

MA) over the second polyester film. The Ag/AgCl counter electrode was coated
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sample chamber was full. The sensors were laminated by three passes with a hand

roller and aged for three days at room temperature over CaS0
4 .

The sensors were constructed so that when sufficient current flowed

between indicator and counter/reference electrodes, an external circuit emitted a

5 visual signal indicating that the channel overlying the working electrode was full of

blood.

A few days prior to using the sensors, dry capacitance measurements

were taken to determine the uniformity of the sample chamber volume. The

variation in capacitance reflected misalignment of electrodes and/or variation in

10 adhesive thickness. The mean capacitance measured was 7.49 pF with a standard

deviation of 0.28 pF or 3.8%. The maximum capacitance measured was 8.15 pF and

the minimum capacitance measured was 6.66 pF.

The sensors were used to determine the glucose concentration in

blood samples obtained from 23 people. In the study, the people ranged from 26 to

15 76 years of age, fourteen were men, and nine were women. Six of the people were

diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes, sixteen were diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes, and

one person was unknown regarding diabetic status. The people studied had an

average hematocrit of40.7% with a standard deviation of 3.9%. The maximum

hematocrit was 49% and the minimum hematocrit was 33.2%.

20 One blood sample for each person was collected by pricking the

finger of the subject. A small volume sensor was filled with this residual blood.

Three blood samples for each person were then collected in small

volume sensors by using a 2mm Carelet™ to lance the arm. If an adequate sample

was not obtained in 10 seconds, the area around the puncture wound was kneaded,

. 25 and then the sensor was filled. Sixteen of the sixty-nine samples required that the

wound be kneaded.

Three blood samples per person were collected by venipuncture. YSI

blood glucose measurements and hematocrit measurements were taken on at least

one sample. Forty-six small volume sensors were also filled with blood from these

30 samples.
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with approximately 100 jag/cm
2
of methylated poly(vinylimidazole) crosslinked

using PEGDGE.

Example 12

5 Varying the Amount of Diffusible Redox Mediator in the Sensor

Sensors A and B were each tested to determine the amount of time

required for electrolysis of the analyte. Figure 17 illustrates the results. Increasing

the amount of diffusible redox mediator in the sample decreases the response time of

10 the sensor.

Example 13

Clinical Accuracy of the Small Volume Sensor

15 The sensor of this Example was constructed corresponding to the

embodiment of the invention depicted in Figures 24A, 24B, and 24C. The carbon

working electrode was printed on a Melinex™ polyester film (DuPont, Wilmington,

Delaware), as described in Example 1 1 . The carbon electrode was coated with 18 yi

g/cm2 Os[(MeO)2bpy]2(l -vinyl imidazole)Cl3 , 162 \ig/cm
2 GDH (Toyobo, Japan),

20 1 .35 |ig/cm
2 PQQ (Fluka, Mila, Wisconsin), and 60 jig/cm

2 Zonyl FSO (DuPont,

Wilmington, Delaware). The coatings were applied to the working electrode at 18°C

and in 50% relative humidity. An adhesive (50 \im thickness) was placed on the

carbon electrode surrounding the coated surface and forming a channel having a

width of about 0.04 inches.

25 Two Ag/AgCl counter/reference electrodes were printed on a second

Melinex™ polymer film, as described in Example 1 1. The film was then brought

into contact with the adhesive and the working electrode film so that the working

electrode and two counter electrodes were facing each other. The counter/reference

electrodes were coated with 142 |ig/cm
2
methylated polyvinyl imidazole, 18 |4.g/cm

2

30 PEGDGE (PolySciences, Warington, Pennsylvania), and 7 pg/cm
2
Zonyl FSO

(DuPont, Wilmington, Delaware). One of the counter electrodes, upstream ofthe

other counter electrode, was used as an indicator electrode to determine when the
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Measurements from the sensor were performed at an applied potential

of 0 mV. BAS potentiostats (CV50W, West Lafayette, Indiana) were "on" before

any sample was applied, so that as the strips filled, electrolysis was immediate.

Current collection was for 150 seconds (this charge is termed "complete"

5 electrolysis), although most assays were essentially complete well before 1 50

seconds. No results were discarded. Three successive sensor blood glucose

measurements were taken.

Measurements for the control samples were performed using YSI

blood glucose measurement (Yellow Springs Instruments, Model 2300 Chemical

10 Glucose Analyzer).

The data was plotted against YSI venous results and a linear function

was determined from the data. All data was collected from "complete" (150 second)

electrolysis of glucose in the sensor.

Figure 28 shows the data for 69 small volume sensors tested on blood

1 5 obtained from the arm. R2 was 0.947, the average CV (coefficient of variation) was

4.8%, and the RMS (root mean square) CV was 5.7%.

Figure 29 shows the data for 23 small volume sensors tested on blood

obtained from the finger. R2 was 0.986.

Figure 30 shows the data for 46 small volume sensors tested on

20 venous blood. R2 was 0.986. The average CV was 3.8%. The RMS CV was 4.6%.

The invention has been described with reference to various specific

and preferred embodiments and techniques. However, it will be apparent to one of

ordinarily skill in the art that many variations and modifications may be made while

25 remaining within the spirit and scope of the invention.

All publications and patent applications in this specification are

indicative of the level of ordinary skill in the art to which this invention pertains.

All publications and patent applications are herein incorporated by reference to the

same extent as if each individual publication or patent application was specifically

30 and individually incorporated by reference.
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WE CLAIM:

1. A sensor for determining the concentration of an analyte in a sample fluid,

the sensor comprising:

an electrode pair comprising a working electrode and a counter electrode,

wherein at least a portion of the working electrode is within a distance ofno more

than 200 \xm of a portion of the counter electrode and, optionally, the counter

electrode is a counter/reference electrode;

an optional reference electrode;

a sample chamber for holding the sample fluid in electrolytic contact with the

working electrode, the counter electrode, and the reference electrode, if present , the

sample chamber comprising a measurement zone positioned adjacent to the working

electrode, the counter electrode, and the reference electrode, if present, wherein the

measurement zone is sized to contain a volume of no more than about 1 jiL of

sample fluid and, optionally, the sample chamber is sized to contain no more than

about 1 jaL of sample fluid; and

an analyte-responsive enzyme and a diffusible redox mediator disposed in

the measurement zone;

wherein the sensor is configured and arranged so that a background signal

generated by the diffusible redox mediator is no more than five times a signal

generated by oxidation or reduction of an average normal physiological amount of

analyte.

2. A sensor for determining the concentration of an analyte in a sample fluid,

the sensor comprising:

an electrode pair comprising a working electrode and a counter electrode,

wherein at least a portion of the working electrode is within a distance ofno more

than 200 (am of a portion of the counter electrode and, optionally, the counter

electrode is a counter/reference electrode;

an optional reference electrode;

a sample chamber for holding the sample fluid in electrolytic contact with the
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working electrode, the counter electrode, and the reference electrode, if present , the

sample chamber comprising a measurement zone positioned adjacent to the working

electrode, the counter electrode, and the reference electrode, if present, wherein the

measurement zone is sized to contain a volume of no more than about 1 pL of

sample fluid and, optionally, the sample chamber is sized to contain no more than

about 1 of sample fluid; and

an analyte-responsive enzyme and a diffusible redox mediator disposed in

the measurement zone;

wherein the sensor is configured and arranged so that a background signal

generated by the diffusible redox mediator is no more than five times a signal

generated by oxidation or reduction ofan amount of the analyte corresponding to an

average deviation from an average normal physiological amount of analyte.

3. A sensor according to any of claims 1 and 2, wherein the sensor is configured

and arranged so that a background signal generated by the diffusible redox mediator

is the same or less than the signal generated by oxidation or reduction of the average

normal physiological amount of analyte and, preferably, no more than 25% of the

signal generated by oxidation or reduction of the expected amount of analyte and,

more preferably, no more than 5% of the signal generated by oxidation or reduction

of the expected amount of analyte.

4. A sensor for determining the concentration of an analyte in a sample fluid,

the sensor comprising:

an electrode pair comprising a working electrode and a counter electrode,

wherein at least a portion of the working electrode is within a distance of no more

than 200 jam of a portion of the counter electrode and, optionally, the counter

electrode is a counter/reference electrode;

an optional reference electrode;

a sample chamber for holding the sample fluid in electrolytic contact with the

working electrode, the counter electrode, and the reference electrode, if present , the

sample chamber comprising a measurement zone positioned adjacent to the working
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electrode, the counter electrode, and the reference electrode, if present, wherein the

measurement zone is sized to contain a volume ofno more than about 1 jiL of

sample fluid and, optionally, the sample chamber is sized to contain no more than

about 1 jaL of sample fluid; and

an analyte-responsive enzyme and a diffusible redox mediator disposed in

the measurement zone;

wherein the analyte is glucose and the sensor is configured and arranged so

that a background signal generated, by the diffusible redox mediator is no more than

five times a signal generated by oxidation or reduction of 5 mM glucose.

5. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the sensor comprises

(a) a first substrate having a proximal end and a distal end, the first

substrate defining a first side edge and a second side edge of the

electrochemical sensor extending from the proximal end to the distal

end of the first substrate, the distal end being configured and arranged

for insertion into a sensor reader;

(b) a second substrate disposed over the first substrate, the working

electrode being disposed on one of the first and second substrates and

the counter electrode being disposed on one of the first and second

substrates;

(c) a spacer disposed between the first and second substrates and

defining a first aperture along the first side edge of the sensor and a

second aperture along the second side edge of the sensor, the sample

chamber extending from the first aperture to the second aperture; and

(d) at least one indicator electrode disposed on at least one of the first

and second substrates and positioned relative to the sample chamber

to determine when the sample chamber contains sample.

6. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the sensor comprises

(a) a first substrate having a proximal end and a distal end, the distal end

being configured and arranged for insertion into a sensor reader, the
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first substrate defining a first side edge and a second side edge of the

electrochemical sensor extending from the proximal end to the distal

end of the first substrate;

(b) a second substrate disposed over the first substrate, the working

electrode being disposed on one of the first and second substrates and

the counter electrode being disposed on one ofthe first and second

substrates;

(c) a spacer disposed between the first and second substrates and

defining a first aperture along the proximal end of the sensor and a

second aperture along the first side edge of the sensor, the a sample

chamber extending from the first aperture to the second aperture; and

(d) at least one indicator electrode disposed on at least one of the first .

and second substrates and positioned relative to the sample chamber

to determine when the sample chamber contains sample!

7. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the sensor comprises an

indicator electrode disposed in the sensor to indicate when the measurement zone

contains sample.

8. A sensor according to any of claim 5 to 7, wherein the indicator electrode is

also a working electrode or a counter electrode.

9. A sensor according to any of claims 5 to 8, further comprising a visual or

auditory sign, coupled to the indicator electrode, that activates when the indicator

electrode indicates that the measurement zone contains sample.

10. A sensor according to any of claims 5 to 9, wherein the indicator electrode is

disposed in facing relationship to one of the working electrode or the counter

electrode.
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11. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 10, wherein the sensor comprises at

least two indicator electrodes disposed in the sensor, wherein a first indicator

electrode indicates when the measurement zone is beginning to fill with sample and

a second indicator electrode indicates when the measurement zone is substantially

filled with sample.

12. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 1 1, wherein the sensor comprises at

least two indicator electrodes disposed in the sensor, wherein two ofthe indicator

electrodes comprise a first counter/indicator electrode and a second counter/indicator

electrode with the counter electrode disposed between the first and second

counter/indicator electrodes.

13. A sensor according to any ofclaims 1 to 12, wherein the measurement zone

and the sample chamber have a same volume.

14. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 3 and 5 to 13, wherein the analyte is

glucose and the analyte-responsive enzyme is a glucose-responsive enzyme.

15. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 13, wherein the analyte is a drug.

16. A sensor according to any ofclaims 1 to 15, wherein the measurement zone

is bounded on at least two sides by the working electrode and the counter electrode

and, optionally, the working electrode and counter electrode form a facing electrode

pair with the measurement zone positioned between the working electrode and the

counter electrode.

17. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 16, wherein the sensor is configured

and arranged so that the mediator oxidizes the analyte and the half-wave potential of

the redox mediator, as measured by cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M NaCl at pH 7, is no

more than about +100 millivolts relative to the potential of the counter/reference

electrode.
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18. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 17, wherein the sensor is configured

and arranged so that the mediator oxidizes the analyte and the half-wave potential of

the redox mediator, as measured by cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M NaCl at pH 7, is

about the same as the potential of the counter/reference electrode,

19. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 1 8, wherein the sensor is configured

and arranged so that the mediator oxidizes the analyte and the half-wave potential of

the redox mediator, as measured by cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M NaCl at pH 7, is no

more than about -150 millivolts relative to the potential of the counter/reference

electrode.

20. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 19, wherein, within the sensor, the

effective diffusion coefficient of the redox mediator through the sample fluid is less

than the effective diffusion coefficient of the analyte through the sample fluid and,

preferably, at least ten times less than the effective diffusion coefficient of the

analyte through the sample fluid.

21 . A sensor according to any ofclaims 1 to 20, wherein the diffusible mediator

has a molecular weight of at least 5,000 daltons.

22. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 21, wherein the sensor is configured

and arranged so that the redox mediator is more readily electrolyzed on the working

electrode than the counter electrode.

23. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 21, wherein the sensor comprises a

molar amount of the redox mediator that is, on a stoichiometric basis, no more than

an average normal physiological amount of the analyte and, preferably, the sensor

comprises a molar amount of the redox mediator that is, on a stoichiometric basis, no

more than 20% of an average normal physiological amount of the analyte.
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24. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 23, wherein the working electrode

has a surface area of no more than about 0.01cm2
exposed in the measurement zone.

25. A sensor according to any ofclaims 1 to 24, wherein the activity of the

enzyme is no more than 1 unit/cm
3

.

26. A sensor according to any ofclaims 1 to 25, wherein the sensor is configured

and arranged so that the diffusible redox mediator precipitates when reacted at the

counter electrode.

27. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 26, wherein the sensor is configured

and arranged so that a mathematical product of the effective diffusion coefficient of

the redox mediator and the concentration of the redox mediator is no more than 1 x

10"12 moles cm" 1

sec"
1 when sample fluid fills the measurement zone.

28. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 27, wherein the diffusible redox

mediator is disposed on the working electrode.

29. A sensor according to any of claims 1 to 28, wherein the analyte-responsive

enzyme is disposed on the working electrode.

30. A sensor for determining a concentration of an analyte in a sample, the

sensor comprising:

(a) a first substrate having a proximal end and a distal end, the first

substrate defining a first side edge and a second side edge of the

electrochemical sensor extending from the proximal end to the distal

end of the first substrate, the distal end being configured and arranged

for insertion into a sensor reader;

(b) a second substrate disposed over the first substrate;

(c) a spacer disposed between the first and second substrates and

defining a first aperture along the first side edge of the sensor, a
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second aperture along either the second side edge of the sensor or the

proximal end of the sensor, and a sample chamber extending from the

first aperture to the second aperture;

(d) at least one working electrode disposed on at least one of the first and

second substrates;

(e) at least one counter electrode disposed on at least one of the first and

second substrates, wherein the at least one working electrode and the

at least one counter electrode are positioned relative to the sample

chamber to generate an analyte-responsive signal when sample

containing analyte is disposed in the sample chamber; and

(f) at least one indicator electrode disposed on at least one of the first

and second substrates and positioned relative to the sample chamber

to determine when the sample chamber contains sample.

31 . A sensor for determining the concentration of an analyte in a sample, the

sensor comprising:

an electrode pair comprising a working electrode and a counter electrode,

optionally, the working electrode and counter electrode are disposed

in a facing relationship;

a sample chamber comprising a measurement zone positioned adjacent to the

working electrode and counter electrode, wherein the measurement

zone is sized to contain a volume ofno more than 1 (iL of sample

and, optionally, the sample chamber is sized to contain a volume of

no more than 1 |uL of sample;

redox mediator disposed in the sample chamber; and

an indicator electrode disposed in the sensor to indicate when the

measurement zone contains sample and to aid in electrolysis of the

analyte.

32. A sensor according to any of claims 30 and 3 1 , wherein the sensor

comprises a first indicator electrode that indicates when the measurement zone is
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beginning to fill with sample and a second indicator electrode indicates when the

measurement zone is filled with sample,

33. A sensor according to any of claims 3 1 and 32, further comprising

a first substrate upon which the working electrode is disposed;

a second substrate upon which the counter electrode is disposed;

a working electrode contact pad disposed on the first substrate and

electrically coupled to the working electrode;

a counter electrode contact pad disposed on the second substrate and

electrically coupled to the counter electrode; and

an indicator electrode contact pad electrically coupled to the indicator

electrode, the indicator electrode and the indicator electrode contact pad being

disposed on a one of the first and second substrates, the indicator electrode contact

pad being disposed proximate to a one of the working electrode contact pad and the

counter electrode contact pad;

wherein the working electrode contact pad, the counter electrode contact pad,

and the indicator electrode contact pad are exposed for electrical connection to a

meter by cutout regions defined by the first and second substrates.

34. A sensor according to any of claims 30 to 33, wherein the sensor comprises

at least two indicator electrodes disposed in the sensor, wherein two of the indicator

electrodes comprise a first counter/indicator electrode and a second counter/indicator

electrode with the counter electrode disposed between the first and second

counter/indicator electrodes.

35. A method for determining a concentration of an analyte in a sample,

comprising the steps of:

contacting a sample with any of the electrochemical sensors of claims 1 to

34;

generating a sensor signal at the working electrode, wherein a background

signal that is generated by the diffusible redox mediator is no more than five times a
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amount of analyte, and

determining the concentration ofthe analyte using the sensor signal.

36. A method according to claim 35, wherein determining the concentration of

the analyte comprises determining the concentration of the analyte by coulometry

using the sensor signal.

37. A method according to claim 35, wherein determining the concentration of

the analyte comprises determining the concentration of the analyte by amperometry

using the sensor signal.

38. A method according to claim 35, wherein determining the concentration of

the analyte comprises determining the concentration of the analyte by potentiometry

using the sensor signal.

39. A method according to any of claims 35 to 38, further comprising:

providing calibration data on a batch of the electrochemical sensors to a

measurement instrument, said calibration data comprising information related to a

magnitude of a background charge for the batch of the electrochemical sensors;

wherein the step of determining the concentration of the analyte comprises

determining the concentration of the analyte using the sensor signal and the

calibration data.

40. A method for determining a concentration of an analyte in a sample, the

method comprising the steps of:

contacting a sample with any of the electrochemical sensors of claims 5 to 12

and 30 to 34;

observing a signal from the indicator electrode to signify that the

measurement zone contains sample;

applying a potential between the working electrode and the counter electrode
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to electrolyze the analyte in the sample;

generating an analyte-responsive signal from the sensor in response to

electrolysis of the analyte in the sample; and

determining the concentration of the analyte using the analyte-responsive

signal.

41. A method of manufacturing any of the electrochemical sensors of claims 1 to

34, the method comprising:

(a) forming a plurality ofworking electrodes on a first substrate;

(b) forming a plurality of counter electrodes on a second substrate;

(c) disposing a spacer layer on one of the first and second substrates;

(d) removing a portion of the spacer layer to define sample chamber

regions;

(e) laminating the first and second substrates together; and

(f) separating a plurality of electrochemical sensors from the laminated

substrates, each electrochemical sensor comprising at least one of the working

electrodes, at least one of the counter electrodes, and at least one of the sample

chamber regions.

42. A method according to claim 41, wherein the first substrate is a first region

of a substrate and the second substrate is a second region of the substrate and further

comprising

folding the substrate to overlay the first and second regions of the substrate.

43. A method according to any of claims 41 and 42, wherein separating the

plurality of electrochemical sensors comprises cutting the first and second substrates

to separate the electrochemical sensors and to define the at least one end of the

sample chamber of the electrochemical sensors.

44. A method according to any of claims 41 to 43, further comprising forming a

plurality of indicator electrodes on one of the first and second substrates.
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45. A method according to any of claims 41 to 44, wherein the portion of the

spacer layer is removed to define the sample chamber regions after the spacer layer

is disposed on one of the first and second substrates.
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